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00.00 ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the occupation of an alternative Maori Architecture within 
Maori space/time constructions. The design research questions how to articulate 
a Maori architectural process in resisting lost identity within the colonised New 
Zealand landscape. The architectural programme addresses disconnections of Maori 
relationships to traditional landscape functions. A commercial paua farm, posed as 
a ‘Maori gang business front’, is designed as a testing ground for the Maori narrative 
framework. The programme adopts existing aquaculture methods within Maori space/
time concepts to question possibilities of continual, cyclic architecture. The design 
research questions how Maori architectural typologies are governed by natural cyclic 
functions of continual change. The thesis is politicised through the narration of ‘The 
Warrior,’ used as a framework for resisting colonised methodologies, consistently 
applied across writing, process and design.
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0.000 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
rec·og·ni·tion  
Mass Noun. The action or process of recognising or being recognised, in particular.

I initially avoided a “Maori” project, I feared that it would render and confirm myself in a Maori 
category which had already been determined by society. After three months of constructing 
proposals on cultures far removed from being Maori, Peter Wood patiently suggested I take the 
enthusiasm I had in architecture and activism and apply this within a Maori framework. From there 
unfolded a series of events which aimed to shift perceptions of architectural representation within 
Maori perspectives. I soon arrived at the discovery that I had constructed an alternative identity to 
finally accept myself as being Maori, and for this I must thank Peter Wood for his direction through 
my eventual acceptance.     
For me this thesis has intended to violently shift from following conventional architecture, however 
I understood there required to be an element of ‘translation’ for allowing external understanding of 
my esoteric process - however at the same time I wish to offer - a certain uncertainty.
Where I was confronted with gripping doubt, my own uncertainties and clouds of darkness - I now 
wish to appreciate the people who re-aligned my perspective by offering what I would consider 
as the greatest gesture of thanks -an ‘imagined’ line caught snapper (as my first choice of paua 
fritter has now been ‘over-designed’). My appreciation extends to my supervisor Dr Peter Wood for 
allowing and reminding me to persevere with my tangents of alternative thinking and whose patient 
silences are no longer awkward but comforting. A whole fillet for Clayton in exchange for your 
tolerance through my brewing thesis storms while also showing me moments of joy in the most 
unexpected things. Mother Wilson I owe you a few snapper shared dinners for a long awaited catch 
up - for your much needed support. Murray Williams-thank-you - although this took far longer than 
anticipated it would have never been able to be the thesis it is now without your assistance (and no 
fear - this is freshly caught snapper not snapper from  the Greenpeace Red fish list!). 

And with that. 
I’m finally 
Gone fishing.
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0.00 PROCESSING
INTRODUCING CHARACTERS
in·tro·duce:
Verb. Bring (something, - a concept) into use or operation for the first time.

  1:“If they give you ruled paper, write the other way.” (Gabriel Garcia Marquez)

This thesis is presented through a narrative framework to formulate a methodological consistency through 
writing, process and design. The research is narrated by a character, The Warrior, constructed for indirectly 
confronting the politics of Maori/ Western tensions. The Warrior is representative of indigenous techniques 
for de-colonising Western academic writing; as a reaction to Western writing on indigenous identity; 
classifying the native through Western parameters of social, political, educational and economic positions. 
The Warrior is positioned as the conductor of the methodological process for generating stages within the 
research, posing a series of hypotheses for the testing of the research question, while representing gang 
identities, resilience and the narration of design. 

The Warrior is utilised for developing discussions between western/Maori theories of existence established 
within concepts of time and space. The comparative study of time theories between Maori and Western is 
used to establish differences of cultural world views.

Note: All images, unless otherwise specified are the author’s own image.

 
 
 

0.0 INTRODUCTION

1.0 UNCERTAINTIES WITHIN 
AN UNIDENTIFIABLE LAND
 
The following project addresses the uncertainty of contemporary 
Maori identity investigating how the re-construction of an 
alternative Maori architectural framework for generating 
Maori typologies regains a sense of place and identity within an 
unrecognisable colonised New Zealand urban landscape.

1.1 Categorising Maori ‘Identities’

The research addresses Maori identity as a forced product 
of Western prejudices; as either Nostalgic/Traditional or 
negative social comparatives examined within a Western 
model of society. 

1.12 Western celebration of the fossilised Maori

A nostalgic traditional identity is founded within 
a Westernised fossilisation of the pre-European 
Maori culture with the celebration of the ‘museum 
artefact’. The physical object has been recognised as 
a product of cultural identity: the Maori carving; the 
tiki, marae, pou, waka etc are seen as cultural objects 
to be preserved. The development and progression 
of Maori design is practiced through contemporary 
technology, however the design becomes a 
fossilisation of a nostalgic culture. ‘These works 
have consequently often been marginalised as “folk 
art”’ (Mckay,2004,p.3).  Europeans ‘collect[ed] and 
classif[ied] Maori as ‘curiosities’ in the safety of their 
own home - either as a souvenir of their travels or 
in lieu of.’ (Dudding, 2003, p. 9) Without the presence 
of the ‘tourist’ traditional Maori motif (koru), material 
(flax) or colour (red, brown, black, white) the identity 
is unrecognisable within Western understandings of 
Maori identity and therefore irrelevant (Amoamo & 
Thompson, 2010, p. 37)  
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1.13 The Pre-Determined Identity

Western comparative analysis involves forming prejudices of Maori by framing the Maori 
community within measured parameters of societal success: social, political, educational 
and economic positioning (Wall, 1997). In failing to collectively accomplish recognisable 
gains in successfully obtaining a respectable social standing, the media negatively present 
the Maori as an incompetent member of New Zealand society; ‘the monosyllabic moron’ 
(Awatere, 1984, p. 88)  This identity has been pre-determined through racial segregation 
resultant in deficiencies within the parameters of success, universally classifying 
indigenous groups as ‘The Other’ (Blythe, 1994, p. 4).

  

2.0 ANALYSING FOUNDATIONS OF THE MAORI: 
EMBEDDED LANDSCAPE IDENTITIES
The project presents Maori identity as the act of forming direct ancestral relationships within 
the landscape. These relationships are formed through Maori narratives for the ability of tracing 
ancestral lines to natural landscape features; realising an identifiable place of standing while 
formulating respect for the physical landscape as an entity perceived as kin. Through land 
alienation, land loss, colonisation and urbanisation Maori have gradually lost the ability to recognise 
their place within the physicality of the land, paved in an artificial terrain of colonial development, 
the landscape has been rendered unrecognisable. 

3.0 RE-PROCESSING PERSPECTIVES
The research re-forms Maori methodologies within Western academic approaches to deconstruct 
preconceived identities. The design intends to produce alternative Maori representations through 
the de-colonisation of the architectural process for a Maori typology and identity.

3.1 Defining 

An alternative Maori identity is generated through architectural techniques, formed within 
fundamentals of Maori ideologies. The Maori identity is positioned within prejudices of the suburban 
Maori: Maori/Ethnic gangs. The Mongrel Mob and Black Power are the most dominant Maori New 
Zealand gangs involved in violence, drugs and possession of weapons. Referred to as the ‘ethnic’ 
gang with the majority of members identifying as Pacific Island or Maori (90 percent according to 
a 1993 Mongrel Mob survey) (Parliamentary Library Research Paper, 2009, p. 2). For this research 
the gang represents a collective of resistance, struggling with the rejection of contemporary 
society due to the effects of European colonisation. The ‘Maori’ gang re-incarnate contemporary 
characteristics of the Warrior Maori, practicing a form of decolonisation. This form of societal 
struggle is significant within the thesis methodology through acts of confrontation and resistance.

3.2 Deconstructed: Landscapes of 
amnesia (Awatere, 1984, p. 65) 

Maori self-identification is presented as being associated 
through the rural New Zealand landscape. The design process 
studies the Western/Maori polarities through the perceptions 
of landscape, intending to generate recognition of identity 
through the exploration of perception.  

4.0 WESTERN PERSPECTIVES 
OF ARCHITECTURE, LAND AND 
SITE THROUGH REPRESENTED 
IDEOLOGIES 

4.1 Framing architecture within cultural 
existentialism(s)

Vernacular architecture is a product of constructed cultural 
perceptions of ‘reality’. This proposal presents architecture 
formulated within cultural interpretation of the land. The design 
of a structure is realised through the reaction between the 
existing world and its comprehension through differing cultures; 
a product of existentialism. 

4.12 Western interpretations of landscape

The existing urban terrain is defined as a colonised 
artificial surface where Western cultural constructs 
have been applied to the New Zealand landscape. The 
Western landscape is interpreted as a resource to 
control for ownership, consumerism and mutations of 
desired immortality (Cheung,2008).
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6.1 Defining Western parameters 
necessary within architectural design.

The methodology adopts Client, Programme, Site parameters 
for testing narrative methodologies, defining their objective in 
inducing an uncertain cartography.

[Client] :The Maori/Ethnic gang as the resistant identity.
[Project Design]: The design of a gang headquarters in 
resistance to the urban environment. The function and 
programme of the headquarters is determined through further 
theoretical frameworks through the study of ‘timescales’ within 
the interpretation of Maori landscape.
[Site]: The Wellington Central Business District is targeted 
as a site to discuss, through architectural confrontation, the 
economic, social divide between Western and Maori. The site 
is located adjacent to the Clyde Quay Development at Chaffers’ 
Marina.
  

6.11 Decolonising Site 

The methodology defines and de-constructs Western 
processes for the integration of Maori processes.

[DEFINE] Representing the landscape: Define site 
within Western Cartesian grid (overly with grid)
[DECOLONISE] Deconstruct grid as representative of 
order and a measurement of time and space 
[INTEGRATION] (reconstruction): Introduction of Maori 
interpretations of site elements, translating oral to 
visual representation 

6.12 DEFINING existing site context

The Overseas Passenger Terminal Wharf was completed 
in 1910, with extensions carried out in 1964 for the 
construction of the Overseas Passenger Terminal. 
The increase in air travel saw the endangerment 
of overseas travel and the building saw the loss of 
function. The current Clyde Quay Wharf Development 
is a proposal by Willis Bond designed by Athfield 
Architects Ltd intending to extend and ‘refurbish the 
existing wharf.’ 

4.13 Western cartographic representations of site/land/context

Initial stages of architectural site analysis are examined through Western perceptions 
of space through methods of representation. Western ideologies as practiced through 
desires of control, power, domination, and ownership are practiced as a means for the 
measurement of land in relation to consumption. Land is governed by methods of graphic 
reduction:  landscape features are defined through variable geometries; a line, dot, and 
triangle.  Land becomes manageable and ordered through geometric conversions of 
2-Dimensional spaces, prepared for the act of division, separation, multiplication and 
divided within Cartesian grid systems for further control with the integration of the 
territorial line. The resulting landscape becomes bound within an ‘artificialised’ space 
translated back into the physical environment as an artificial urban terrain. 

5.0 DECOLONISING WESTERN 
REPRESENTATIONS OF SPACE: SHIFTING 
PERSPECTIVES

5.1 Magical Realism as a narrative technique for [de]colonisation 

Methodology for the decolonising of representations of Westernised space requires re-framing 
landscape within Maori representations based on Maori ideologies. Indigenous methods for 
decolonising are examined within magical realism; magical realist authors typically confront 
the threats of colonisation and development on indigenous communities, addressing political 
opinions through narrative (Salman Rushdie; Gabriel Garcia Marquez) (Wood,2002;Slemon,199
5;Cowan,2002). Maori ideologies of landscape are processed through the adoption of magical 
realist narrative techniques involving: the shift in land perspectives, while creating a tool for Maori 
representation.

6.0 INITIATING PROCESS FOR DECOLONISING 
ARTIFICIAL TERRAINS: APPLICATION OF 
NARRATIVE METHODOLOGIES WITHIN 
ARCHITECTURAL PARAMETERS OF SITE/
CONTEXT AND PROGRAMME. 
Initial procedures intend to disorientate the way in which site and landscape are represented, 
shifting Western cartography to Maori cartography for comprehension by Maori, and uncertainty 
by Western understanding of spatial representation.
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The building is to contain 90 upper level apartments and mixed use retail and restaurants 
on the public level wharf. 80 % of apartments have been sold, starting from $1.3m for 
1,2,3 bedroom apartments with up to 20 different design options. The apartments are sold 
through European kitchen fittings, views, privacy and carparks with direct lift access for 
exclusivity.  Located adjacent, Chaffer’s Marina, constructed in 1993 for accommodating 
private vessel owners within Wellington the marina, holds 165 berths at 10 m- 20 m, 
ranging from $30,000 to $ 114,000 for a 50 year licence. The marina is protected from 
wave turbulence by a floating concrete breakwater.  

  
6.13 DECOLONISE REPRESENTATIONS of site: visual cartography as a graphic tool for 
site analysis.

Site analysis involves the reduction of the landscape within Cartesian grid systems. The 
site is translated and visualised within Cartographic mapping by mapping coordinates at 
every 10m intervals.

6.14 INTEGRATION: (reconstruction) of site representation through 
integration of Maori Narratives 

The Maori world is a complex system of narrative communications formed by myths, 
legends and the humanisation of the landscape (Papatuanuku as earth mother, Ranginui 
as sky father etc.) (Salmond, 1991, p. 39). The result is a narrative intimacy reflecting 
the human state through fable guides, teaching the human condition of action and 
consequence.
 
6.15 DEFINING 

The site is examined within two different interpretive methods of reality – fiction of the 
indigenous narrative society and the Western nonfiction resulting in magical realism 
versus realism. ‘Reality’ is redefined through indigenous traditions.

6.16 DECOLONISE

The ‘Realities’ of the site include various marine constructions. The floating Chaffer’s 
Marina allows the inhabitation of various yacht, boat and catamaran designs. The marina 
floats by pre-stressed polystyrene concrete infill tied by marine grade rope to 20 m 
piles. The marina is secured by aluminium gates leading onto a free standing timber 
ramp. Boats are moored by marine rope to a central timber pole of 20 m located within 
the centre of each berth. The Overseas Terminal wharf drives approximately 300 timber 
piles into a sandy embankment 15 m below water. The breakwater is a floating, pre-
stressed, polystyrene concrete extension of 200 m from the OPT wharf. The current site 
is under construction. These elements are represented through satellite imagery at each 
coordinate – a circumference determines the information to be analysed at each point.

6.17 INTEGRATION Through the integration of Maori 
narrative and magical realism techniques for the re-
processing of reality. 

The site is separated into coordinate points for Maori 
interpretation. The narrative character translates 
the information within each coordinate. The ‘land’ is 
translated as a panoramic 360 degrees narrative 
image, encouraging a relationship with the landscape 
that is not only one dimensional but as a complex shifting 
of time, reflective of Maori understanding of continuity. 
Although origins of panorama are interpreted in 
European documentations of landscape as an attempt 
to ‘compete with nature’ (Comment,2008,p.98). For 
the purpose of the thesis the panorama is to represent 
a ‘realistic’ view of Maori interaction within the 
landscape.

  
6.171 The narrative method of forming 
uncertainty

Elements within the site are translated into narrative 
interpretations. The method explores ‘Colonial’ 
technology and development – mechanism of fantasy; 
floating concrete translated as floating boulders. Their 
definitions are magnified, hyperbolic, and unbelievable. 
The site is made uncertain. Western thinking questions 
the reality of the represented land, resulting in the 
disorientation of the Western view. Representation is 
made recognisable within Maori world view frames. 
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7.0 [INHABITING TIME] TIME AS A VARIABLE 
PARAMETER: DEFINING TIME IN RELATION TO 
LANDSCAPE AS A SPACE TO BE GOVERNED IN 
(WESTERN), OR AS AN ENTITY OF TIME TO BE 
EXPERIENCED

7.1 DEFINING time

[Western] Linear concepts of time constructs space – the past is related to a space ‘behind’ 
present’ immediate space, future space ahead.
[Maori] Cyclic concept of time: space does not exist – the object exists within time as past present 
and future.

7.12 DECOLONISE 

The 360 panoramic is a frame that is void of a continual understanding of time, narrated from 
left to right, our eye moving across the frame in stages of sequential time, from past, present to 
future.  The coordinate requires secondary translation into Maori views of time, restructured to 
represent the centralised position of an object within time.

7.2 INTEGRATION 

Each 360 degrees panoramic is translated into a stereographic projection or ‘mini planet’. The 
graphic communicates a 3-dimensional sense of time, spontaneous, the past present and future 
all collectively immediate. 

The final representative product results in a Maori cartography – a graphic extraction of narrative 
interpretations of site. The site has been transformed into the first stage of Maori self-recognition.

8.0 RE-CONSTRUCTING 
THROUGH TYPOLOGIES
CREATING ARCHITECTURAL 
TYPOLOGIES FOR MAORI 
ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGIES  

8.1 DEFINE 

Traditional architectural typologies of the Western vernacular 
react to cultural, political, economic and environmental 
climates. Addressing the process of architecture as directly 
relational to site factors includes the analysis of surrounding 
buildings, landmarks, physical/natural features, while also 
conforming to the function of the proposed building for forming 
inhabitable spaces.

8.2 [RE]CONSTRUCT

The land is viewed as inhabitable by Maori ideology; the 
typography of the landscape is a typology to be manipulated; 
contours reformed as terraces for the construction of Pa Maori. 
The design process views the narrated Maori cartography as an 
inhabitable entity for manipulation.  

8.3 INTEGRATION

The narrative elements of the site within each coordinate require 
extraction and translation into formations of inhabitable space. 
The narrative land is extracted within physical models, while 
adopting Western reductionism to generate abstracted spatial 
forms; the boulders are refined to simplified definitions of 3 
dimensional lines within card models, generating architectural 
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forms of the artificial landscape.

8.31 Re-imagining 2 dimensional space

The physical models are redrawn within the coordinate system – capturing typologies 
through Western methods of 2 dimensional representations of space through the definition 
of line. The typologies remain locked within a diagrammatic framework; however retaining 
the essence of embedded Maori narratives.  

9.0  INHABITING TIME: THE INTRODUCTION OF 
FORMING INHABITABLE TIME (MAORI). THE 
MAORI TYPOLOGIES REQUIRE PROGRAMME 
PARAMETERS FOR THE MANIPULATION OF THE 
‘LANDSCAPE’ TYPOLOGIES. 
9.1 [DEFINE] CLIENT/PROGRAMME

The programme function is informed by Maori gang requirements for a structure resistant to the 
surrounding societal urbanity. Programme is intended to be informed through two forms of Maori 
identity: traditional nostalgic and Western prejudices. Maori relationship to the landscape as a 
functional resource is utilised as programme. The thesis focuses on the importance of the sea 
as food resource, analysing Maori fishing methods as an informant of Maori lifestyle and identity. 
The Maori experience a relationship of reliance on the sea as resource. The research integrates 
the act of paua gathering within the headquarter facility as a translation of traditionalist identity, 
where the paua farm functions as a business front to the gang headquarters. 

9.2 [re]CONSTRUCT The reintroduction of time is applied to programme
 
The thesis analyses the traditional methods of Maori fishing and the respect for time cycles and 
marine ecosystems (Maori fishing calendars, sea gardens). The paua farm is analysed within 
a cyclic acceptance of time, challenging how architecture can be governed by time, (restoring 
traditional dependence on natural cyclic systems of renewal). The process experiments with 
how the Maori typologies become subservient to time; specifically the time taken for the paua to 
reproduce and mature as being relative to a constructed eco-system.

9.3 [INTEGRATION] Time as programme
Typologies are manipulated within the parameters of 
programme (paua farm), dominated by time. 

9.31 Defining time through paua ecosystems. 

The stages of paua growth, in terms of maturity, 
spawning, fertilisation and grow out, is considered 
through existing paua farming technologies and 
requirements. The paua stage is examined along a 
time/distance scale in relation to site distance. Each 
stage is analysed by the time taken for each growth. 
Stages are recorded at intervals along the time scale, 
measured by the distance in which a typology will move 
to arrive at the next stage of growth.

9.32 Application of typologies located at cyclic 
stages within the site. 

The position of the coordinate is recorded along the 
linear time scale, indicating the movement of specific 
typologies from one stage to the next. 

9.33 Connecting and morphing typologies to 
form a continuity of cyclic time

The typologies are manipulated to transfer paua crates 
from spawning to maturity, shifting from one typology 
to the next. 

9.43 The paua typology is complete within a linear 
time scale, requiring the translation into a cyclic 
continuity. 

The connection at the point of beginning and end 
requires refinement within stages of design. 
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10.0 [RE]CONSTRUCTING METHODS OF DESIGN 
RE-INTEGRATING NARRATIVE INDIGENOUS 
TECHNIQUES AS A DESIGN METHOD  
Narratives are re-introduced as a method for designing within the ‘realities’ of the site. The ‘Warrior’ 
initiates his movements, constructing context in consideration of ‘Warrior parameters’. The 
Warrior directly manipulates the ‘existing’ realities of the site by integrating the Maori typologies 
determined at each coordinate; thus working between Maori and Western concepts of realities. The 
building begins with an entrance into the site from which programme integrates parameters of 
site resistance, gang and paua narratives. The architecture is initially designed within axonometric 
interpretations of space, requiring translation within Maori representation.

11.0 ARCHITECTURAL REPRESENTATION 
INTEGRATING MAORI REPRESENTATIONS OF 
ARCHITECTURE
Final representation of Maori architectural design: the presentation of architecture is significant 
for framing the narrative methodology of the thesis. The render is framed within a Maori perception 
of landscape/time and the replication of the sensation of experiencing an environment manipulated 
by time. Initial spatial explorations illustrate the structures within axonometric representation - 
existing within linear ideas of a framed image of the context. The design is translated back into 
coordinate time zones - ‘planets’ which place architecture within individual experiences of space 
centred around themselves. These coordinate planets seek to extend/stretch and warp the design 
through time - diminishing points not yet ‘imagined’ however - existing.

The final images are states for the occupation of Maori within an alternative and autonomous 
topography, recognised by Maori as an architectural Maori Land constructed in reaction to the 
existing artificial terrain of New Zealand.  A new topography is constructed - to be inhabited as a 
Maori reality.
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Location: Chaffers Marina ;
Clyde Quay Wharf, Wellington
Scale: to the Great Expanse

Dwg. Title: Site: The Warrior 
Discovers Suspended Clouds WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.0.0
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1.0 CLASSIFYING
 
 
 
clas·si·fi·ca·tion: 
Noun. the action or process of classifying [MAORI]
 
 1. “The [MAORI] have a natural right, not to vote, but to be well governed.”1

There was once a Warrior born into an artificial landscape. He lived in structures made 
of artificial trees, held together by artificial words, constructed on artificial land; land which 

was unreal, land that the Warrior could not call his own. The Warrior was surrounded by other 
warriors just like himself; they too lived in artificial structures made of artificial words.

Beyond the borders of this fictional land lay the land of Reality where Real inhabitants inhabited 
a land they called their own. These Nonfictional identities defined their world through their real 
words, thinking real thoughts, inhabiting real trees. When they discover Unreal things they 
would quickly translate these into classified objects. However, when they discover Unreal things 
that are unable to be defined these are segregated within a closely guarded uncategorised 
zone of Unreality.

The warriors inhabit these uncategorised zones, continually attempting to redefine themselves 
through some sort of reality. A series of definitions were constructed through artificial words and 
words buried in historical landscapes far beyond reality. Though these definitions were misunderstood 
within concepts of realism. 2

Some definitions resulted in mutations of past and future tenses. Warriors redefined 
themselves as Artificial Warriors rebelling against the realities that were forced on them.3 

 

1 The opinion of James Richmond on Māori participation within 
government (Walker, 1990).

2 The migration of Māori began after WWII, ineligible for military 
service, Maori shifted towards urban areas/industries (Meredith, 
2000). By 1970 80% of the Māori population lived within 
urban areas, pepper pottering attempting to ‘integrate’ Māori - 
within Pakeha homes. State housing estates were established to 
accommodate the increase in the urban Māori population resulting 
in the segregation of Māori communities (Meredith, 2000).

3 During the 1960s, “feeling unaccepted by city culture” and 
losing identity with “tribal” culture, Māori formed gangs as an 
act of defiance (Black Power Fast Forward,[Director:Cathro,P] ).

 



Location: Suburban Maori 
localities  Scale: Within 
Existing Context

Dwg. Title: Elements of the 
Suburban Māori                              WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.1.0
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2.0 EMPTY LAND4

emp•ty land: [NEW ZEALAND]
Adjective. Noun: Containing nothing; not filled or occupied.
 
 1.“[New Zealand ] was an empty land when the settlers first went there”.5

Before the land of Nonfiction was the Landscape of narratives. A Land which produced Warriors 
from Mountain peaks, Rivers, Seas, Lakes, Valleys and Forests. The Landscape gave the 

Warriors names derived from its many ancestors, known as children of cycles and ecosystems. 6  

Landscape was a valuable resource extending out into the sea. The Warriors constructed gardens 
made of salt water and assigned areas for the collection of multiple fish species. 7

Each chapter of Landscape was assigned an area to produce their own narrative. These narratives 
were respected by neighbouring chapters, however, if mistreated, the offending chapter received 
violent endings.8

Sea gardens provided the main source of food for the warriors. Methods for catching the numerous 
varieties of fish and shellfish were based on generations of sea water observations. Captive 
structures were woven from the strands of Landscape; extending for thousands of metres into 
the sea, hauling tonnes of catch. When the captive devices were brought back on land they were 
spread across the Landscape, winding through houses; the Seacatcher inhabited the land. 9 

The warriors dived within the great depths to seek out hidden words, defined as bivalves and 
crustaceans, for drying and storing for the winter period. 10

To protect certain seawater areas narratives were constructed which contained mysteries, 
uncertainties and caution, sourced from the ocean depths. There was great respect for these 
uncertainties and additional narratives of acknowledgement were spoken within the strands 
of the captive structures and at each journey within the narrative. These words would ensure 
captive methods and collection numbers were maintained within the narrative cycle. 11

 

4  C.E Carrington’s justification of colonisation (Walker, 1996, p. 
61).

5 “The peopling of ‘Empty Spaces’ in Australia, New Zealand and 
South Africa (Walker, 1996, p. 61) .

6  Māori relationship with the immediate landscape as being crucial 
to identity (Mackay & Walmsley, 2003, p. 88 ). Turangawaewae 
‘a place to stand’ as having the ability to trace lineage to the 
physicality of the landscape - being a direct relative of a specific 
landscape feature (Salmond, 1991, p. 39). The world of the Māori 
is constructed of “Gods, people, land and sky, plants, birds [etc.] 
which was expressed in a language of common descent” (Salmond, 
1991, p. 39).

7 Māori returned to the same fishing area based on their 
genealogical relationship with the land/sea that allowed them 
rights to gather seafood. These areas were indicated by landmark, 
markers or memory (Guth, Haw, & Rev, 2001,p. 179).

8 Kupenga (nets) - seine nets made from unscraped, partially dried 
harakeke (flax) and could reach thousands of metres. An account by 
Cook in Beaglehole (1955) talks of the  abundance of fishing nets 
where ‘almost every house you go into has netts [sic] in its making’ 
(Paulin, 2007, p. 21 ).
 
9 (Colenso in Paulin, 2007, p. 17 ). 

10 Māori fishing traditions were based on respect and 
acknowledgement for the sea as  a valuable resource, kai moana 
(food from the sea) was seen as gifted, therefore traditions of thanks 
were incorporated into the gathering/fishing act i.e A fish from the 
first catch was given back to the sea as a gesture of thanks (Guth, 
Haw, & Rev, 2001,p. 184).
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3.0 ONCE WERE WARRIORS

once:
Adverb: at some past time, but no longer.
 
 1.

                                                                                                                      12 

The warriors were well practiced in the art of warfare. They were defenders of their 
collective standing place within Landscape. Each collective was trained in the defence 

of their associated land and prestige. 13 This was sealed within each warrior and any 
form of disrespect or offence was met with revenge by the entire collective. 14 

Young warriors were trained at an early age in physical combat, to become an 
exceptional warrior was to acquire ink - a thick substance of status which grew across 
the warrior’s  skin, over time adorning his body with lines and etchings which spoke of 
his battles.  Opposing collectives collected the inked etchings through force, insult or 
acts of disrespect, stripping the warrior’s skin of his ornamentation. After the harvest 
of the crops and the maintenance of the sea-gardens the warriors took to the recovery 
of the ink that fuelled their veins.

The warriors constructed fortifications to defend this ink. Landscape instructed 
the most suitable manipulations of her form, to achieve the best defence within her 
contours.15 The warriors combed back the hair on Landscape’s legs and etched the faces 
of past warriors and gods into selected hair follicles. The hair was combed in rows along 
the newly constructed terraces – so dense that an attack required great force. They 
dug safe ways between her creases to hidden trenches and underground passages. 
Platforms for combat were raised high above the combed hair for ink battles between 
individuals.16

After the arrival of Nonfiction battles over ink dissipated; the ink that once fuelled the 
blood of the warriors was manufactured into feather quills, ink bottles and ball point 
pens where the warriors printed their ink onto the parchment of loss.

 
 

Once, the Maori race was a warrior race. There may not be any need for the 
mere and taiaha in these days, but the warrior strength and tenacity is needed 
more than ever before to master the skills of the Pakeha life. The sooner more 
Maoris realised this the better.

12 (Ihimaera, 1988, p. 37)
 
13 The hapu was the dominant political collective over the iwi, 
which identified territory, the hapu governed its own settlement 
within this territory (Best, 2009, p. 5) 

14 Utu – Revenge on the offence of mana – both collective and 
individual mana (Best in Knight, 2009, p. 6)  

15 Maori designed to the immediate site chosen for the pa; based 
primarily on defence, with additional consideration to proximity of 
resources – water, timber, sea etc. (Best, 2009, p. 9). Pa construction 
was governed by the formations of the landscape; the position of 
fosse, palisade and rampart were careful traced along existing 
contours, therefore pa varied from hapu to hapu dependant on land  
context (Best, 2009, p. 12). 

16 Puhara: Platforms were constructed as extra defence above 
gateways, functioning as fighting stages and watchtowers (Best, 
2009, p. 19).
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4.0 LOSS

loss:
Mass Noun. the fact or process of losing something or someone: 
 
 1.“The alienation of 63 million acres of Maori land leaving only 3 million acres in Maori  
 ownership.” 17

 2. “Couldn’t talk to a hill or a tree these people, couldn’t give the trees or the hills a name  
 and make them special and leave them.  Couldn’t go round, only through. Couldn’t give life, 
 only death.” 18

 

Upon another land there existed a collection of identities who discovered the advantages of 
oceanic journeying; during a period of time where the adequacy of the land on which they 

resided was unsatisfactory. 19 They crossed great expanses of water in search of objects and 
things to own, categorise, and place within their thousands of shelves. 20 These people belonged 
to the land of Nonfiction; where they constructed artificial diseases that expanded into habitats 
of contamination. 21 The land of Nonfiction was founded on words of development, expansion and 
desire for further categorisations of space. 

The identities of Nonfiction discovered the uncategorised spaces of the Empty Land  and eagerly 
set to methods of redefining. 22

The warriors were addressed with uncertain meanings  and definitions of unknown words. 
Nonfiction began to translate the Empty Land into static space, fixed within certain identities. 23 
This space belonged to the definitions of a Nonfiction fictional identity, where the warriors found 
themselves lost without their own terminology of space. Their  direct lineage with Landscape was 
severed by new terms of individual ownership and territory.

The ink which once flowed through the warriors veins no longer held significance within the 
redefinition of the new terrain. The warriors fought with ferocious narratives to maintain the 
connection with Landscape, though the nonfictional identities had already begun to create artificial 
habitations from unwillingly given approvals.

 
 
 
 

 

17 (Walker, 1986, p. 4)

18 (Grace,1990,p.55)

19 During the 17th century maritime Europe was a period of 
expedition and exploration for the desire and “control of overseas 
territories” (Salmond,1991) . Navel power governed trade, 
territorial and economic expansion.  The invention of the telescope 
and the dependence on reliable navigational devices would lead 
the explorers in search of the “opposite footers” - inhabitants of 
the opposite side of the world (New Zealand) (Salmond, 1991, 
p.63). 

20 A scientific “curiosity” in foreign lands, their animals, people 
and ‘monsters’ encouraged the classification of these specimens 
(Salmond,1991,p.58).

21 The Age of Reason began to transform the Biblical European 
world of ghosts demons and sorcerers towards scientific knowledge 
(Salmond,1991,p.58).

22 The discovery of Aotearoa, New Zealand and the gradual loss of 
Maori land through the English Crown. Maori title to land was only 
‘lawfully’ able to be extinguished through Crown sovereignty (Boast, 
2009). Various methods included land purchases and confiscations 
by the Crown. Land could only be sold to the government during 
1840 to 1865 attaining two thirds of New Zealand (Boast, 2009).

23 The term ‘sales’ and ‘ownership’ were foreign terminology to 
Maori where ownership was collective rather than ‘individual.’ 
While New Zealand remained governed under Maori Customary 
law, Maori viewed transactions through their cultural expectations 
- any European ‘sale’ was usually viewed as ‘shared relationship’ 
for Maori (Boast, 2009). 
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4.1 ARCHIPELAGO

ar·chi·pel·a·go:  
Noun. islands of isolated identities
 

 1. A ‘Metaphorical Cartography’ of Maori land loss. 24 

Nonfiction had dissolved the narrative land of the warriors into an ocean of uncertain identities. 
Over time the ocean’s insistence left only islands where the warriors could balance on single 

words of endurance. 25  

Notes on facing page figures: Maori Land Loss as Archipelago 

F4.12 1860 - 80% Maori land remaining with 6 million acres owned by the British 
Crown.

F4.13 1890 - 40% Maori land remaining. The majority of Maori land confiscations 
occurred during the 1860-1890 period.

F4.14 1910 - 27% Maori land remaining. 

F4.15 1939 - 9% Maori land remaining. 

F4.16 2000 - 4% Maori land remaining. 

24 Léopold Lambert’s metaphorical investigation of Palestine as an 
archipelago - narrating the political isolations of Palestine within the 
Israeli borders (Lambert, 2012). Lambert’s Palestinian Archipelago 
illustrates the remaining Palestinian land in the West Bank as isolated 
‘islands’ (Lambert, 2012). This section applies Lambert’s experimentation 
with archipelago territories to the loss of Maori land. The study illustrates 
the diminishing of land loss through various methods/processes of 
European Colonisation. The intention of the diagram exclaims the reality 
of Maori land loss through narrative techniques. 

25 The treaty allowed the Crown the exclusive right to purchase land from 
Maori and by 1865 only 1% of South Island Maori land remained (Ministry 
for Culture and Heritage, (Maori land loss, 1860-2000), 2012). 
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5.0 TE AO HOU26 OR 
URBAN CONTAGION

con·ta·gion:
Noun. The uncontrolled expansion of urban areas
 
 1.“Better housing is the solution for most of their social evils.”27

 
2. “No matter what opportunities are given Maoris, one will always find them in homes like 
these.” 28

 

The Nonfictional Identities translated the narrative landscape into a land of production, building 
structures for inhabitation from words of development and economical interest. The warriors 

became isolated on Islands of extinguished narratives, the resources which once produced 
Histories for living were manufactured into artificial materials for mass production. 

29

The habitations of the warriors were mutated renditions of structures for animals, the definition 
of living was compacted into minute interpretations of individualistic space. 

30 The Identities 
attempted to construct narratives of separation between the uncategorised warriors and the 
safety of their  produced reality.  

31

However, as interest in the promises of Reality lured the warriors within the zones of the artificial 
land, the Identities allowed a series of Experimentations with artificial inter-habitations. 32

  

The Experiment mutated with the collision of the artificial; the warriors spread throughout a 
lifeless Landscape dominating zones that were soon abandoned, sealed and placed on the shelf 
labelled : oppressed. 

33

And thus began the Warrior’s resistance of his shelf life through the restructuring of lost identities.

 
 
 

 
 

 

26 Te Ao Hou: The New World - published by the Maori Affairs 
department between 1952-1976 -  “to provide interesting and 
informative reading for Maori homes” (The Maori Affairs 
Department, 1952, p.1).

27 (Craig,1959,p.49)

28 The opinion of Witi Ihimaera’s geography teacher while on a class 
excursion in Otara, Auckland (Ihimaera in Stokes p.119) 

29 Through military force Maori were alienated from methods of 
indigenous land production to allow the expansion of the settler 
economy (Stokes, 1987,p.118). 

30 The ‘average Maori house’ (Pearson, 2011).

31  Maori living conditions of the 1930s lacked toilets and adequate 
space for family members. European landlords rejected Maori 
tenants intending to migrate to urban society; unwilling to allow 
the living standards of the Maori to disrupt the close European 
communities (Craig,1959,p.49).

32 Maori were excluded by the government into mainstream state 
housing schemes until 1948 with the introduction of ‘pepper potting’ 
- to encourage integration within European society (Ministry for 
Culture and Heritage (Outside the mainstream - state housing in New 
Zealand.), 2012). 

33 The increase in Maori migration within urban areas resulted 
in the construction of hundreds of state houses during the 1960’s. 
These houses were perceived as ‘Maori houses’ in ‘Maori ghettos’ 
or the ‘result when one is the oppressor and the other oppressed’ 
(Ihimaera in Stokes, 1987,p. 119).     
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6.0 ARTIFICIAL WARRIOR

ar·ti·fi·cial  war·ri·or:  
Adjective Noun. have savage reputations, with a history of murder, gang rape and ruthless ‘payback’. 34

  1. “I  needed some whanau support..so off I went to the pub..and linked up with  
  the president there.”35

As the process of artificialisation transformed the Empty Land; the Land of Narrative, into 
cities and towns of contagion, the Warrior’s struggled with the concepts and perspectives of 

Nonfiction.

The Warriors swarmed to the bright lights of the real city though soon  found themselves unable 
to adjust to the existing constructed realities.36 Many of them, in their frustration, formed an 
alternative reality, together they constructed an extended family of Artificial Warriors. They were 
segregated from the zones of Nonfiction for they could not be defined through systems of social, 
economic and educational statistics. They formed a polar opposition of realities. 

They refused to be intimidated by the artificial terrain, shifting their fear onto the existing 
inhabitants. Resulting in an image of anger, uncertainty and loss. Their actions grew intimidating 
through violence; they were no longer Warriors but beasts of fear seeking revenge, resulting in 
self destruction. They founded themselves on loyalty to their name - which they brandished on 
their backs, they were adorned in blackened skins, hair electrified by lightening, eyes shaded by 
darkness, they walked in warrior time – their movements commanded the pavements they strode.

To distinguish themselves from the Identities the Artificial Warriors translated their history onto 
their skin - they attempted to reincarnate the Inks of the old Warriors– they carved deep lines into 
their face, across their chests, back and arms; carved into their bloodstreams words which would 
originally represent pride, now tainted with anger.

The Warriors would mutate the definitions of the artificial houses made from artificial words into a 
language they could understand - and that the inhabitants outside unreality could not. These houses 
constructed a narrative between all warriors. 37

The Warrior saw the loss of a worthy blood, he heard the mutated words of frustration and 
rebellion, he saw the rejection of a reality which was not theirs to interpret.

 
 
  

34 (Marks, 2011)

35 Martin Cooper, past-president of the Black Power Auckland 
chapter speaking of his progression into gang culture (Black Power 
Fast Forward [Director:Cathro,P]). 

36 Maori or ‘ethnic’ gangs formed through urbanisation and a loss 
of iwi connections. ‘Intergenerational impacts of colonisation; 
social exclusion; cultural alienation; economic deprivation; 
institutional discrimination and racism; and bonding through 
a sense of common identity’ are other factors of Maori gang 
formation (Newbold & Taonui, 2011) 

37  Gang headquarters were typically converted state houses 
adorned with gang colours and paraphernalia, functioning as 
bars for social interaction (Black Power Fast Forward, [Director: 
Cathro, P]).
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6.1 ARTIFICIAL 
FORTIFICATION 38

for·ti·fi·ca·tion: 
Noun. for the obstruction of racial ideologies

 1. “We resurrected the warrior ethic of our ancestors made redundant by colonialism and 
 re-ignited it generations later in a new form - without ritual, without etiquette, without 
 rules of conduct,without tapu,without its spiritual element - distilled into an elixir of   
 anarchic violence and brutal confrontation.” 39 

The Warriors constructed spaces for the acknowledgement of their mutual rejection of Reality.
The process involved the reconstruction of artificial words in which Reality had attempted to 

house the Warriors. 40 

Narratives of defence were formed around the perimeter of the Artificial Warrior’s existence 
was surrounded by a barrier of resistance. They reproduced the definition of ‘Fence’ through 
the manipulation and application of materiality which spoke of Pallisades in lost fortresses. 41 
Unblinking eyes replaced the concept of surveillance within elevated watchtowers.

The exterior identity is painted in words of anti-Reality, painted for the recognition and 
acknowledgment of the represented identity. 42 
 
Interior spaces consume a collection of further representations of the Artificial Warrior identity 
- later engraved onto the skin.43

The transformation of spatial functions results through the rejection of existing definitions of 
spatial use; translation towards communal and social collaboration, becoming a space for the 
discussion of  existence through a slur of words - brotherhood drowned in the illusion of united 
grievances.44

In certain narratives traditional methods of inhabitation were re-adopted within the walls of 
Reality - concepts of separation, the acknowledgement and respect of function of ritual and 
practice influenced the spatial movements of the Artificial Warrior. 45 The attempt at re-uniting 
the artificial and the traditional values seeped through the hate.46

 

 

 

38 Highlighting the relationship between Maori pa and gang 
headquarter.

39 (Isaac, 2007,p. 9).
 
40 Gang headquarters formed through the conversion of state 
houses, occasionally seized by the Crown under the Criminal 
Proceeds (Recovery) Act (Otago Daily Times, 2010). 

41 Gang headquarters are typically enclosed within a selection of 
industrial materials - ‘steel gates’, barbed wire, corrugated iron 
fences - intended as industrial objects of intimidation (Otago Daily 
Times, 2010).

42 Gang headquarters are repainted in gang colours - red 
(Mongrel Mob - e.g Headquarters seized at 250 Middleton Road 
Corstorphine, Dunedin); blue (Black Power (25 Jolson Road, Mt 
Wellington, Auckland) however notably painted white when seized 
by police (Savage, 2010). 

43 Interior walls are plastered in gang paraphernalia framed 
patches, logos of associated chapters (Otago Daily Times, 2010)
(Appendix:Fig.6.1).

44 The main living area resembles the interior of a local pub - 
complete with pool tables, bar stools/tables and pokie machines 
(Otago Daily Times, 2010)(Appendix:Fig.6.1).

45 The Black Power headquarters are often known to incorporate 
themes of tapu/noa - the separation of eating, washing meeting and 
sleeping areas in accordance with tikanga Maori. The Wellington 
Kensington St Headquarters of the 1980s integrated carved 
pou at the entranceways, separate workshops for carving skills/
education classes. The whare was set up as a marae with wharenui 
downstairs (kitchen and bathroom), living areas upstairs with the 
‘clubrooms’ next door. 

46  Participation in Maori council has ‘helped bring the gang  
[Black Power]out of isolation and back into contact with the 
community’ (Ashton, 1982, p. 17).   
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7.0 CONSEQUENCES OF 
“LAND IMPROVEMENT”

im·prove·ment:  
Noun. to bring the land into ‘profitable use’. 

47

The Warriors had been told of past landscapes that were constructed of narratives, 
connections, words made of past, present and future interpretations of space. They 

tried to see these words within the land around them, but the words they saw shifted in their 
definitions; they deceived the eye, and left the Warriors in a state of doubt. They doubted the 
foundation of the Landscape as a construct of their voice. The voice the Landscape spoke with 
was unidentifiable, refusing to translate itself for mutual understanding, remaining an artificial 
surface.

One ordinary day the Warrior walked through the artificial landscape, venturing between concrete 
mountains, wandered through valleys of asphalt, was followed by his reflection in hovering glass 
panes. He attempted to converse with lifeless materials made of plastic words. It was if he looked 
at a mutated form of the landscapes that were told to him – he saw that they had been frozen in 
time – he saw that all objects had been frozen in time.  

On this ordinary day the Warrior walked the entire terrain – from one end to the other -however 
expecting to arrive at where he began his path ended at a severed plane. Thousands of disconnected 
narratives hovered within the expanse of space – no sentences made sense, sentences had been 
cut, narratives had been left unfinished only created for their beginning, sometimes their middle 
or their end, however, never complete. 

At this realisation the Warrior attempted at forcing beginnings to meet endings. He wished to 
walk a complete landscape, he wished to see and talk with complete sentences, with complete 
narratives that could tell stories.

The Warrior could not stitch the terrain at its seams; the end did not originate from its beginning 
or its beginning from its end. He questioned whether he had discovered the reason for his 
uncertainty with identity.

 

47 (Park, 2001,p.20) The restructuring of the landscape (the 
draining of swamps) resulted in the severing of fragile ecosystems 
- eco systems in which Maori previously relied on.
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8.0 NGA TAMATOA48

nga tamatoa. 
Noun.“to actively bring about social/political change through vigorous demonstrations,boycotts,
 petitions,illegal occupations, property damage, passive and even armed resistance.” 49

 1. “Pakeha had a common aim in forcing their reasonably unified administrative and     
economic system on a people who had little say in the process of nation building.” 50

 2. “...though the whites exterminate the trunk they cannot pull out the roots.” 51

During the process of translating definitions the Identities of Reality sought to educate the 
Warriors through the Written Narrative: The Vocabulary of Reality.52 The Warriors found 

methods for the resistance of identity amnesia through the restructuring of their existing 
vocabulary through the interpretation of the Vocabulary of Reality.53 The Warriors found parallels 
between certain Narratives retrieved from long lost oral histories.54 The Warriors formed 
hybridised collectives from Warrior prefixes and suffixes of Reality. Certain Warriors defined 
themselves as leaders of these collectives for the Self-Definition of the Warrior within Reality. 55 
The Realities were confronted with resistance  based on the intention of permanently occupying or 
re-occupying Landscape.  Multiple collectives were produced, each practicing differing methods 
for resisting; however commonly constructing structures of permanence. In paragraphs of 
solidity, they translated oral thoughts of confrontation into permanent ink, printed on the crisp 
white paper of the Landscape of Reality. These structures served as physical points of certainty 
or the collective who shared comprehensions of their re-interpreted definition.

  
 

 

48 Nga Tamatoa ‘The Young Warriors’ were a group of young 
Maori activists during the 1970s - establishing Maori education 
programmes for employment and Maori language (Walker, 1984, 
p. 276)

49 Walker, 1984, p. 267
 
50 Pearson, 1990, p.61

51 The words of Te Whiti at Parihaka, using passive resistant 
methods of Maori land occupation (Walker, 1984, p. 271). 

52 Maori were first introduced to literacy by Missionaries through 
Christian Biblical (Prophetic Old Testament) teachings, greatly 
influencing Maori culture (Binney, 1990). 

53 Maori formed visionary movements led by Maori prophets 
through the process of ‘cross cultural fertilisation’; adopting 
Israelite histories within Maoridom, the Maori movements 
perceived themselves as the Lost Tribe of The Children of Israel, 
returning to the Promised land of New Zealand (Binney,1990). 
Samuel Marsden is said to have been the first to suggest Maori 
were ‘sprung from some dispersed Jews’ (Howe, 2011).

54 “Colonial history as the recurrence of the cycle of oppression of 
the Israelites”(Binney,1990, ). By associating themselves with the 
early Israelites, both cultures sharing histories of migration, Maori 
utilised this as an explanation for their “different appearance and 
culture from that of the settlers”(Binney,1990). These new religions
appealed to those who “felt they had been left outside the concerns 
of the powerful”(Binney,1990).  

55 Maori prophets sought to find Maori autonomy through 
reforming Biblical connections and ‘rights’ to the promised land. 
Prophets of the Maori movements adopted baptismal names 
derived from the Old Testament - Moses, Zerubabbel, Daniel 
(Binney,1990). 
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8.1 MAORI STRUCTURES AND 
TYPOLOGIES OF RESISTANCE
 

The Maori movements resulted in the various construction of resistance for either re-
occupation of land or the practice of the faith. The movements resisted the colonial 

developments and the loss of Maori Land and subsequently Maori identity.

One of the earliest prophets (1850) Te Ua of South Taranaki opposed the land sales, formed 
the  Pai Marire faith where he instructed the erection of ‘niu’ (posts) for followers to 
communicate with God (Brown,1996). These “ship masts” became ‘an architectural icon’  
within the New Zealand wars and a “vehicle of spiritual, if not physical, resistance within 
the  Pai Marire faith.”(Brown,1990). The ‘niu’ is also a development of the boundary post 
(Brown, 1996), suggesting the relationship between the marking out of Maori land through 
the ‘niu’ as a physical justification through the ‘word of God’. 

Te Whiti, the nephew of Te Ua , founded the Parihaka settlement on confiscated land at 
Taranaki during 1878. He lead with a vision to reclaim all confiscated land through methods 
of non-violent passive resistance (Binney 1990). The Parihaka settlement is a permanent 
gesture of occupation; Te Whiti’s house, Miti Mai te Arero was the first European gabled 
house in Parihaka, adopting enduring construction techniques, while the infrastructure of 
the settlement included hot/cold running water, streets, a bakery, bank far advanced from 
their European counterparts (A History of Parihaka, 2012). 

The Pao Miere movement, translating as ‘Refuse Honey’ was founded from the rejection 
of land surveying in 1883 and the ‘sweet taste of land money’ (Binney,1990). In 1887 the 
founding prophets of Pao Miere, Te Ra Karepe and Rangawheiiua constructed Te Miringa Te 
Kakara at Tiroa, a cruciform structure dedicated to Io and teaching of the Pai Marire fatih. 
The four doors were orientated within the navigational points of North South etc. with niu 
posts positioned at each doorway, again association suggest a redefinition and establishment 
of Maori boundaries. 

Occupation through permanence  was further practiced within Jerusalem at Maungapohatu 
under the direction of the Tuhoe prophet Rua Kenana in 1907.(Binney,1990) He claimed the 
title of Messiah, and was instructed by the Archangel Gabriel to build a ‘promised land’. 
Rua’s council house adopts the typologies of the Israelite tabernacles with the bright colours 
associated with the royal vestments of Israel. (Binney, Gillian, & Wallace,1979, p. 41). The 
tent is recognised as a nomadic, temporary structure where forms have been made permanent 
through the materiality and intention of enduring occupation of Maori land.

Contemporary activist architecture for protesting utilises the tent for collective, typically 
temporary occupation of space. “The tent has often been used as a means of besieging, 
invading, colonising and celebrating new and experimental space.”(Cowan,2002)
Lebbeus Woods states “an architecture of resistance is transient, impermanent, even 
ephemeral,”(Woods, 2007, p.1) However the intention and context of resistance requires 
consideration in determining the desired outcome between resisting minority and ‘resisted 

majority’. The tent has become the pragmatic architecture 
for protest as a structure that is collapsible and mobile, 
enabling the immediate occupation of a space. 

An example of activist architecture is The Aboriginal 
Embassy which emerged from Aboriginal protest against 
colonial settlement. The structure is a semi–permanent 
collapsible tent, the impermanence suggesting the protesters 
are “in the process of ownership” (Cowan,2012). 

The observation of Maori in protest movements has been to 
permanently occupy, as a disregard to the land ever having 
changed ownership; the land is, within Maori narrative, free 
to occupy. 

The 1977 -1978 Bastion Point protest was led by Ngati 
Whatua to occupy the last remaining section of iwi land. The 
construction of buildings insisted on an immobility from the 
site, incorporating defensive pa systems with the integration 
of watchtowers. However, permanency is dissolved through 
the removal of the protesters/occupiers through government 
force. 

Additionally the occupation of Pakaitore (Moutoa Gardens) 
during February to May 1995 saw the erection of timber 
framed gable ‘buildings’ clad in tarpaulin along the 
Whanganui river for active residing. 

The thesis adopts an activist/resistant architecture as 
buildings intended to be bound within the foundations of 
the land, immovable, immobile through the application 
of materials of stability: timber, steel framing. Through 
forming a sense of stability within the landscape, the built 
form reclaims context, through Maori understandings the 
land and identity is reclaimed through permanent habitation.

The thesis rejects temporary occupation as a method 
or process for establishing a minority’s position. The 
design of the gang headquarters is to permanently, and 
illegitimately occupy through force. Contemporary Maori 
activism requires effective strategic methods for immediate 
occupation with the installation of permanent structures for 
attaining successful resistance.
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9.0 DECOLONISING 
METHODOLOGIES56

 
& the Spatialisation of Time57

de·col·o·nize:          
Verb. reinterpreting fixed foundations of untranslatable foreign frameworks 
  
 1.“Contemporary Indigenous peoples” narrative knowledge has to be part of the   
 decolonisation process which is taking place within all Indigenous peoples’ societies.” 58

The Warrior contemplated the lost relationship with Landscape. He gazed across an unrecognisable 
terrain of disconnected systems. His sense of belonging had been interpreted within different 

perceptions of space; spaces of Reality.

The Warrior began the process of determining a sense of recognition with the artificial land. He 
sailed within the Great Expanse, within the Archipelago of Loss, he met and gathered his Warriors 
to journey with him discovering shores of floating boulders with suspended vessels and captured 
clouds.59 

In passing through static spaces, the Warrior met a man of Reality standing on the edge of his 
linear landscape. He asked him how he intended to continue forward. 

The Man replied, “I will construct another Line.” 

He turned to the Warrior, “It would take many years to get back to the beginning, there’s just not 
enough time.“

He drew closer to the edge - balancing his toes and peering over into oblivion, he could see the 
thousands of remnants disintegrating from the severed line.
The Warrior paused, “Why cut the circle?”

 

 

 

56 (Smith, 1999)

57(Awatere,1984, p. 60) 
 
58(Koukkanen 2000 in Lee, 2009, p.2)

59 The design process incorporates indigenous Maori narratives 
through methods of magical realism to re-interpret the 
Westernisation of urban environments. 

Magical realism is often associated with Latin American fictional 
writers portraying communities in tension with modernisation 
-‘“half-made’ societies, in which the impossibly old struggles 
against the appallingly new” (Salman Rushdie in Cowan, 2002, 
p. 6). Magical realism allows Western rationalisation and the 
definition of ‘reality’ to be challenged - where the everyday world 
is translated as ‘fantastic’ or ‘unbelievable’, creating a “sense 
that the commonsense view of the world is a constructed view.” 
This constructed view of reality, the ‘artificial’ urban terrain 
resultant of British colonisation is deconstructed through Maori 
interpretations. 

The design research explores the history of Maori land alienation 
and British colonisation as ‘unbelievable’ and are retold through 
indigenous mechanisms - where the unbelievable does not 
necessarily require ‘legend or hyperbole; it could be history itself’ 
(Wood, 2002, p. 11). 

Lee(2012) investigates how Purakau, an expression used for 
Maori myths and legends, is able to be used as a methodological 
tool for narrative enquiry for the decolonization of ’western’ 
methodologies(Lee, 2009, p. 1) . 

The act of ‘decolonizing methodologies’ is the attempt at introducing 
indigenous forms of knowledge within western empiricism and 
ideology.(Lee, 2009, p. 1)

The intention of placing the design process within magical realist 
environments is to generate alternative perspectives of politically 
fuelled contexts. Magical realism is used as design methodology 
for the extraction of the politics embedded within the New Zealand 
landscape in relation to Maori and Western perceptions of space: 
Land.

The methodology allows the design process to shift between two 
perspectives of western and indigenous ways of ‘seeing’ (Slemon, 
1995,p.12); “a battle between two oppositional systems takes 
place” (Faris, 2002, p. 102) . The design results in the construction 
of an uncertain context intending to encompass “past, present, 
future” understandings of ‘reality’, to blur ‘chronological tensions’ 
embedded within existing urbanisms (Cowan, 2002, p. 7). 
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Location: Maungapohatu; 
Bastion Point

Dwg. Title:  Strategies of 
Resistance

Scale: to the effects of 
Colonisation

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.9.0
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9.0 DECOLONISING METHODOLOGIES cont.

The Man of Reality took a few steps back as if processing the question questioning him. His 
eyebrows met and conversed.
“Well we don’t want to walk the WHOLE circle now do we? That would just take TIME - too much 
Time, when we only need this section here!” The Man of Reality gestured to the ground.

“I’d like the feeling of a circle”. 60

“Yes of course - ‘Warrior Time’ - and the feeling of mortality, of TIME, I mean we can extend a 
circle, and time EXPANDS but in extending a line - the section of a line that we desire - TIME is 
reduced!”

“Reduce the circle?”

“But EVERYTHING is reduced - look at how SMALL everything is - how minute - what kind of 
production development scheme does this offer!?”

The Warrior smoothed the bristles of his chin, “Then keep it the same.”

“We can’t live in that kind of Time”, The Man of Reality shook his head, eyebrows conversing, “And 
besides, circles don’t exist anymore.”

“Then I will construct one.”

60 Western ‘fear’ of time extends from man’s fear of mortality in 
which all that is present and future will become his past; “consciously 
[drawing] every hour closer to his death” (Harries, 1982, p. 60). 
Man builds shelter to eliminate his sense of vulnerability - he 
constructs shelter from objects inevitably governed by the decay 
of time - “The Building”, “The Den”  becomes refuge from death 
(Kafka in Harries, 1982, p.60). 

Mortality threatens the Western man to the degree of ‘frantic 
building and planning’, however “technology and construction 
increase rather than diminish the terror of time.” Time and the 
elements are enemies of building (Mckay, 2003, p. 87). 

Harries discusses how the ‘primitive’ lives in the ‘continual 
present’, unlike “linear time and its before and after, the 
primitive lives in state of ‘repetition’ becoming ‘atemporal’”-  
the construction of a new building and the idea of ‘dwelling’ is a 
method for ‘repetition’, that is both in time and yet unburdened by 
time, timeless, eternal”(Harries, 1982, p. 62).

The design research investigates different perceptions of time/
space concepts between Maori and Western world views, ultimately 
affecting overall perceptions and approaches to architectural form 
and function (Mckay & Walmsley, 2003, p. 85). 

McKay (2003) discusses how Maori perceive an object to exist 
within time - rather than the Western three-dimensional model of 
time-space where an object exists within ‘measured’ space - which 
becomes meaningless to Maori (Walker in McKay, 2003,p.85-86). 
‘Maori Time’ is diametrically opposite to western time; the Maori 
word for past(mua) also means in front, north(raro) also meaning 
down, south(runga) upwards (McKay, 2003, p. 90). 

Time is all encompassing; while looking ahead one is also gazing 
behind at the past - Maori are embedded within time and history, 
connected to all tenses while Western remove themselves from time 
‘putting it behind them, living in a purely physical and spatial 
world.’ (McKay,2003,p.90). Western time has dissolved Maori 
time and the connection to history through the alienation of land 
‘squeezing [...] time into the spatial present’ (Awatere,1984,p.63) 
reducing urban Maori societies to live lives “regulated by measured 
time (Walker in McKay,p.85).
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Location: Embedded in  
landscapes 
Scale: to context 

Dwg. Title: Discussions be-
tween two time constructs WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.9.1
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10.0 NARRATIVE HISTORY OF 
CONTEXT: Chaffers Marina, Wellington
Decolonising Western representations of space: 
Shifting Perspectives

de·col·o·nise(2):          
Verb. He moana pukepuke e ekengia e te waka.

 1. A choppy sea can be navigated.61

  

Sailing the Great Expanse, discovering the existence of underwater urban islands, inhabited by 
Artificial Warriors. The Warrior arrived within an artificial city. 

F.10.1 Before the land of Nonfiction there was, what seemed, an endless lake inhabited by two giant 
shark-like creatures They were identified as the guardians of the endless lake . 62

F.10.2 However, there was one shark-like creature who discovered the limits of the endless lake, 
circling the perimeter for an opening; the guardian sought an opening which would allow the lake 
to remain endless. He decided that in order to remain the guardian of the endless lake he must 
break free of the confinements.63

F 10.3 He charged at the walls, breaking free the endless water and disappearing into The Great 
Expanse. However, his companion became stuck at a sand bank, where the plants, birds and insects 
gradually inhabited his flesh.64

F.10.4 As time circled The Warriors arrived to discover the abandoned creature, severing his large 
head for the preparation of a great celebratory feast.65

NARRATIVE CONTEXT

Secondary context study of re-representing narratives; exploring the 
‘reality’ of Google Earth images. Satellite imagery is manipulated 
to reconstruct the Maori creation myth of Wellington harbour. 
The intention is to initiate an ‘uncertainty’ of reality by ‘cross 
programming’ nonfictional and fictional representation methods. 
This experiment is based on the work of  The Glue Society’s ‘God’s 
Eye View’ artworks, where Google Earth imagery is manipulated 
to realistically portray Biblical events i.e Noah’s ark stranded on 
an Island and the parting of the Red Sea (see Appendix 10.0)

61 Maori Proverb for perseverance

62 Narrative based on a Maori creation myth of Wellington 
harbour,“Whātaitai and Ngake” - two taniwha who inhabited a 
lake (Te Whanganui A Tara Harbour) (Maclean, 2012).
 
63 Ngake grew restless and broke free through to Cook 
Strait, creating the opening of Wellington Harbour (Maclean, 
2012). 

64 Whataitai became stranded, the original story tells of his spirit 
ascending to Mt Victoria (Haitaitai) and thus the construction of 
Haitaitai peninsula (Maclean, 2012).
 
65 The formation of the Haitaitai peninsula; however the narrative 
has been adjusted to form a relationship between Maori and the 
landscape (Maclean, 2012).
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F. 10.1 A Lake inhabited by Ngake and Whaitaitai F. 10.2 Ngake breaking free of the Lake

F. 10.3 Whaitaitai stranded on an embankment F. 10.4 Whaitaitai’s head severed

Location: Haitaitai, 
Wellington
Scale: to Google Earth

Dwg. Title: Study of Context 
Narrative: 

Wellington Harbour
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.0
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10.1 RE-INTERPRETING 
CARTOGRAPHY 

in·ter·pret:         
Verb.Translate orally the words of another person speaking a different language

 1. “the inherent difficulties that exist when one attempts to describe the concepts and values  
 of one culture using the language of another culture.”67  

The Warrior returned to the place of suspended clouds and floating boulders, and began the act of 
translation. He contemplated the methods of sectioning, segregating, classifying and dividing the 
Land. He inhabited the points at which the cartography of Reality instructed him to inhabit and from 
these points in time, he observed. He recorded his observations at each of these points in time and 
from this constructed a Warrior cartography - based on his interpretations of his position within 
the existing artificial time.68

 
 
 

67 Mutu (1994, p.5) in (Roberts, Norman, Minhinnick, & Wihongi, 1995, p. 8) 

68  Initial design studies determine differences in the perception of landscape between Western 
and Maori thought. Analysing methods for representing these perceptions of geography is 
intended to highlight these cultural contrasts. By examining Western reductionism and the 
Maori holistic the research generates a series of Maori/Western geographical representations 
of landscape.

The western world view is founded within reductionism –“to reduce complex systems into 
smaller parts” (Cheung, 2008, pp. 3-4). The research analyses the desire within Western 
representation to subject physical entities to simplified rational codes for the ease of 
interpreting information.

Prior to the introduction of empiricism within the 17th Century age of Enlightenment, the 
medieval mappaemundi cartography portrayed space embedded with mythical narratives 
derived from Biblical teachings. Mythical iconography, illustrating monsters demons and 
dragons portrayed the fear of the unknown; these creatures inhabiting uncertain waters 
and undiscovered lands (Palencia Roth, 1996).  The elimination of the ‘imaginary’ through 
rationalisation has resulted in the loss of cultural narratives -  the map attempts to project  
reality. 

Cartography is intended as a universal language where symbols represent and transfer 
information for communicating the landscape(Kent & Vujakovic, 2011, p. 21).These symbols 
are built up as a vocabulary to re-produce “a copy of reality” (Kent & Vujakovic, 2011, p. 
23).

The cartographic language is compiled of “colour (hue, saturation, 
brightness and texture), dimensions (line gauge and point symbol 
size) and form (continuous or discontinuous line, square or 
triangle)”(Kent & Vujakovic, 2011, p. 23). The landscape has 
been reduced to three graphic representations where each symbol 
carries a range of landscape identities through the simple shift 
in parameters i.e. the line representational of road, territory and 
river.

“The map is a graphic prosthesis of the intellect, […] the sign of 
recognition between those who share the image of the world that it 
proposes” (Jacob & Dahl), 2006, p. 362).

The Maori world is created through the act of speech, the process 
of naming the landscape is to embed upon it, genealogical links, 
identifying with the land as ancestor; Maori are OF a maunga 
(mountain), of  a rata (river) etc.(Murton,2012. p.87) where Maori 
identity is seen as being part of the landscape. 

The concept of the “geographical self” includes self, body, 
landscape and place within the Maori interpretation of landscape 
(Murton, 2012, p.87). The landscape is constructed through three 
forms of Maori knowledge; genealogy, the concept of time and the 
use of oral traditions (rather than visual representation) (Murton, 
2012, p. 87).
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complete ecosystem
(circular space/time)

discarded section of ecosystem

desired section of eco-system

section translated into linear 
understanding of space/time

mass production 
of mutated systems

resulting discarded 
systems

10.2 INITIATING PROCESS
Application of narrative methodologies within 
architectural parameters of site 

 

The site/context (Chaffer’s Marina) is analysed with the intention of decolonising existing Western 
methods of representing space to allow a recognition of a ‘Maori cartography’, while constructing an 
uncertain context by Western understanding of spatial representation. 

Satellite imagery of the site is processed through an overlay of the Western cartesian grid. The grid is 
plotted at random at intervals of 10m. A circular perimeter then encompasses the centre of the point 
to determine the proximity of analysis within each point. This process forms the initial stages of 
reconstructing the site as a ‘Maori Cartography.’

The research reduces cultural space-time concepts to Linear Western time (a “beginning and an end”) 
and Maori circular time; where the circle exists ‘beyond time [...] a self-sufficient presence it comes as 
close as a visible form can to the timeless realm of the spirit” (Harries,1982, p. 62). Thus in reducing 
the analysis of site within circular concepts rather than linear suggests a merging of land and time by 
recording panoramas at each plotted point. 
Maori ‘architecture’ is perceived as objects that are experienced within time - the building is experienced 
through a series of steps, pae, thresholds, journeys.

“a walk through the city now becomes a series or constellation of relationships experienced in time, 
rather than a parade of buildings in space” (McKay, 2003, p.94).

By taking individual recordings of each point place is experienced as a series of landscapes in time. 
Maori ‘time/land’ can be understood through realising past, present and future as inseparable while the 
inhabitation of land/time further recognises that moving forward is also perceived as ‘returning’ to the 
place they currently stand; - further time/land becomes consistently cyclic; spherical.    

“as they faced this new land, where they had come from was behind them (the north), where  
they were going to was ahead of them (the south)” (McKay, 2003, p. 87).

 

Location: Between Western 
and Indigenous Constructs 
of Time 
Scale: to Western ideals 

Dwg. Title:  Diagram 
exploring the 

mutation of the complete 
ecosystem

Wellington Harbour

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.2
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10.21 CARTOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
Existing realities  

Location:proposed site for the 
analysis of the architectural 
process in  landscapes: 
Chaffers Marina Breakwater, 
Wellington 
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title:  On discovery of 
the Artificial land, of floating 

boulders, suspended clouds 
and vessels held with tensile 

networks

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.21
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10.22 CARTOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
Overlaying Cartesian controls

Location:as previous
Scale: NTS
Note: Overlay of western 
cartesian grid on satellite 
imagery of the site : defining 
points within‘space’ /‘time’.   

Dwg. Title:  The Warrior 
defined the land through his 

position at an interval of points 
governed by numerical 

and alphabetical networks 
mutation of the complete 

ecosystemWellington Harbour

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.22Dwg. Title:  The Warrior 
defined the land through his 

position at an interval of points 
governed by numerical 

and alphabetical networks 
mutation of the complete 

ecosystemWellington Harbour

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.22
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10.23 CARTOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
Defining continuous 
panoramic perimeter  

Location:as previous
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title:  The warrior 
observed the world as 

he moved along to each point, 
recording 

information at a defined 
circumference

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.23
Note: Constructing panoramas at each 
point (stereographicanalysis) with 
the intention of forming ‘complete’ 
viewpoints, the circular graphic 
indicates the circumference of the 
view recorded;existing structure within 
the circle is transformed through 
‘fantastical’ translations. The result is 
expected to produce overlapping events 
as the viewer moves through time.
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Aa Ppa Kka Kku Ee Whwh Ng ng H h I i

WARU

RUA

TAHI

WHETU

ONO

RIMA

WHA

TORU

10.24 CARTOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
Maori Cartography 

Location:as previous
Scale: NTS
Note: The re-construction of the 
cartesian grid within a ‘Maori 
coordinates’ system. 

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.10.2Dwg. Title:  The Warrior 
borrowed the act of 

classification from the 
constructors of Reality and 
renamed each time point .
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11.0 INTERPRETATIONS OF 

REALITY
re·al·i·ty:
Noun: The world or the state of things as they actually exist, as in: how they are interpreted as existing. 
 

The Warrior approached the first point suspended within time, observing the movements of 
the additional objects within his circumference, considering their distance and proximity to 

his body. He watched as the corresponding points in time diminished within the distance, some 
more visible, appearing more within his present where other time zones he was unable to define, 
time not yet occurring, but existing.
The First POINT he renamed (Aa,WARU), the initial point of arrival from the Oceanic 
Expanse, connecting his position directly at the edge of The Archipelago. In his 
translation he included his arrival on curved timber structures, the proximity and approach of 
floating boulders.69 

INTRODUCING METHODOLOGIES FOR TRANSLATION

69 The narrative is based on the translation of structures within the 
site (satellite imagery). Viewing the breakwater as a ‘fantastical’ 
object by breaking the definition into its most simple state: floating 
concrete breakwater: floating boulder: the object is fantastical 
within the ‘impossibility’ of its oxymoron. The following process 
translates each coordinate to a panoramic image to then be 
constructed as a final stereographic ‘coordinate planet’. The 
resulting images refer to early New Zealand landscape recording 
paintings (Pound,1983) (Bell,1992), recontextualising colonial 
pictorial conventions within Maori interpretations.

The coordinate represents the position with which we view the 
space, the concrete breakwater barely breaks the boundary however 
we acknowledge its proximity to the centre of the coordinate as we 
approach another object within time. 

Location: (Aa,Waru)
Scale: Continuous panoramic

Dwg. Title:  360 degree 
panoramic recorded 

observation at (Aa, WARU)
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.0

(1) Linear panoramic
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WARU

“A drawing from the Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington), by an 
unknown Maori c.1860, portrays a landscape, but not in the form of a 
picture that we are familiar with from Western perspective, a framed 
window on the world. This drawing has no up or down; it is like a map or 
plan and relates its four sides to the horizon – with the observer’s point of 
view at the centre and the edges of the drawing extending to four quarters 
of the world” (Mckay,2003,p. 88).

Perspectives of landscape and time are distorted through  the representation of the 
inhabitable context through the interpretation of Maori time/spatial understandings 
as an extension of “the observer’s point of view from the centre”(Mckay,2003, p. 88). 
Representation of context /site   attempts to recognise the  experience of the observer 
in   the continuity  of  time and landscape. The resulting ‘coordinates’  investigate the 
possibility of re-connection with the landscape through Western methods of representation, 
as reclaiming  the importance of Maori/land relationships. The 360 degree panoramic 
narrative is converted into stereographic projection - a ‘mini-planet’ is constructed at each 
coordinate. Time becomes dispersed; the order in which we experience time is undefined - 
the viewer no longer moves across a framed view of the world, inhabiting the possibilities 
of arriving at multiple positions within TIME, and notably returning to these points again.

WARU

Aa

Aa

Location: (Aa,Waru)
Scale: to Maori time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.1Dwg. Title:  Stereographic  

coordinate at (Aa,Waru)

(2) Coordinate (3) Final Translation of Coordinate
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Location: Along x-axis of Waru
Scale: Panoramic
Note: The following is a series of 
translated coordinates. not every coordinate 
is included, as there are times where the 
subject repeats, or repeats or reverses 
direction, however the information inside 
the coordinate remains the same, therefore is 
repeated in the final translated cartography.

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Waru
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.12
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WARU

Ppa

WARU

Kka

WARU

Ee

Man journeying on severed branches 
comes within the proximity of floating 

boulders.

 
Existence at (Ppa, WARU): The breakwater 
enters the frame known as ‘south’, trans-
lated as ‘floating boulder suspended by 
unknown force’. The number of boulders 
is determined by the number of breakwater 
‘sections’ are visible within the coordinate 
frame.

Questioning the suspended nature of the 
boulder

Experiencing objects within the time of 
(Kka,WARU). This time coordinate is also 
repeated at (Kku,WARU) as both frames 
share the same content. Three sections of the 
breakwater are visible translated into three 
floating boulders.

Boulders tied within the expanse of the 
ocean

The breakwater becomes central within the 
coordinate zone. Ah the breakwater sections 
become more visible within the frame the 
boulder ‘opening’ expands correspondingly. 

(Ppa,WARU)

(Kka,WARU) & 
(Kku,WARU)

(Ee,WARU)

Location: along x-axisWaru
Scale: To Maori time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.13Dwg. Title:  Translated 

Stereographic  coordinates at 
x-axis Waru
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Location: Along x-axis of Waru
Scale: Panoramic

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Waru
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.14
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Whwh

Ng ng

Hh

Balancing between two points tension 
within ties

The observer arrives at a point in time where 
the breakwater is also at the centre of the 
coordinate, therefore inhabiting the same 
time. The boulders extend out towards two 
directions.

Three rocks loat within the proximity of 
the ocean, two find extension from the 

tug of skyward ropes

The observer shifts slowly away from the 
time of the breakwater - the boulders still 
extend outwards to continue within the next 
time zone.

The floating boulder extends towards the 
comfort of a fixed land

The observer discovers the connection 
between the breakwater and Chaffers Wharf 
Marina - the fixed nature of the wharf results 
in the translation of a solid boulder, fixed by 
the extension of three timber poles meeting 
at a point.

(Ng ng, WARU)

WARU

WARU

WARU

(Whwh,WARU)

(Ee,WARU)

Location: Along x-axisWaru
Scale: To Maori time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.15Dwg. Title:  Translated 

Stereographic coordinates at 
x-axis Waru
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Location: along x-axis of Whetu 
Scale: Panoramic

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Whetu
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.16
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Oceanic expanse 

The time coordinate appears ‘empty’  - there 
are no structures, breakwaters which inhabit 
this time zone, only oceanic expanse.  There 
is no object to construct a time relationship/ 
or time relativity with, time appeasr infinitely 
repetitive circling an oceanic expanse.

Three vessels suspended between two 
boulders

Two yachts become visible within the 
northern section of the coordinate zone, 
hovering within a pier - vessels suspended  
between two boulders. 

Four vessels suspended between two 
boulders

Four yachts visible within the coordinate 
proximity. Translated as the suspension of  
ropes as if cradles of support.

(Kku,WHETU)

(Ee, WHETU)

(Wh wh,WHETU)

Kku

Ee

Whwh

WHETU

WHETU

WHETU

Location: along x-axisWhetu 
Scale: to Maori time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.17Dwg. Title:  Translated 

Stereographic coordinates at 
x-axis Whetu
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Location: along x-axis of Whetu and 
Ono
 Scale: Panoramic

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Whetu and Ono
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.18
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Connecting to fixed land

Fixed land is approached by the inside of 
the frame while surrounded by yachts held 
between piers.

Fixed land forming skyward structures to 
inhabit

The overseas terminal translated as 
structures ascending towards the sky.

Questioning structure of suspended 
vessels

The structure of the yachts is questioned 
through the delicate formations of suspended 
rope.

(Ng ng,WHETU)

(Hh,WHETU)

(Ppa,ONO)

Ngng

Hh

Ppa

WHETU

WHETU

ONO

Location: along x-axis Whetu 
and Ono
 Scale: to Maori time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.19Dwg. Title:  Translated 
Stereographic coordinates at 

x-axis Whetu and Ono
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Location: along x-axis of Ono
 Scale: Panoramic

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Ono
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.191
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Observing form of the floating vessel

The form of the yacht is manipulated within 
the transformation of the panoramic to 360 
stereograph.

Relationships formed between vessels 
nestled between floating boulders 

Observing the tension of the connections 
between pier and boat.

Recognising familiar formations

Repetition of forms, time repeats objects, the 
observer walks along what seems to be points 
of continuous time through the repetition 
of similar structures and formations - the 
repetition of yacht after pier after yacht.

(Kka,ONO)

(Kku,ONO)

(Ee,ONO)

Kka

Kku

Ee

ONO

ONO

ONO

Location: along x-axis Ono
 Scale: to Maori time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.192Dwg. Title:  Translated 

Stereographic coordinates at 
x-axisOno
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Location: along x-axis of Ono and 
Rima
 Scale: Panoramic

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Ono and Rima
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.193
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Observing ties to fixed land - vessel mounting 
land

The coordinate observes the Overseas Terminal  
in the distance - barely breaking the frame, as 
if predicting the next frame through previous 
experiences at this x-position in time.

Observing structure of fixed land - rock 
slabs delicately balanced

The coordinate is positioned central on the 
concrete wharf.

Billowing clouds fixed at rock peaks

Recording mast and sails of yachts overhead.

(Ngng,ONO)

(Hh, ONO)

(Wh wh,RIMA)

Ngng

Hh

WHwh

RIMA

ONO

ONO

Location: along x-axis Ono 
and Rima
 Scale: to Maori time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.194 Dwg. Title:  Translated 
Stereographic coordinates at 

x-axis Ono and Rima
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Location: along x-axis of Wha,     
Toru and Rua
Scale: Panoramic

Dwg. Title:  Generated 
panoramic narratives along 

x-axis Wha, Toru and Rua
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.195
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Solidity in form

At the meeting of the Te Papa Wharf and the 
sea.

Solidity in form and the vanishing of the 
ocean

The coordinate is positioned central on the Te 
Papa wharf - translated as being surrounded by 
an expanse of rock.

The head tilts upwards noticing the 
difference in the form of clouds.

Two sails captured by the wind.

(Aa,WHA)

(Aa,TORU)

(Ee,RUA)

Aa

Aa

Ee

RUA

TORU

WHA

Location: along x-axis Rua, 
Toru and Wha
 Scale: to Maori time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.196 Dwg. Title:  Translated 
Stereographic coordinates at 

x-axis Rua , Toru and Wha
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Aa Ppa Kka Kku Ee Whwh Ng ng H h I i

WARU

RUA

TAHI

WHETU

ONO

RIMA

WHA

TORU

11.2 NARRATIVE
CARTOGRAPHY 

car·tog·ra·phy:
Noun:The practice of constructing spaces within concepts of territory, 
           boundaries, borders and other such imagined tools for the 
           domination of land.
  
 1. mythology, history and geography which together comprise ‘‘oral maps’’ in which ‘‘the  
 story explains and orders the geography and the land geography reinforces the history’’
 (Roberts, 2010, p. 748)

After finalising the last narrative at point (Ii, TAHI) the Warrior took his transformations of time 
and placed them into a final Narrative Cartography. He presented it to the Man of Reality, who 

looked at it slightly puzzled, observing a system of planets hovering within set time zones.
“I formed a relationship at each point in time,” stated the Warrior.

“A relationship with what?”

“With the structures that inhabited a specific time.”

“It is impossible to form a relationship with a structure.”

“It depends on how you define a relationship - I acknowledged their existence.”

“- A very one sided relationship then, how can a structure acknowledge YOUR existence?”

“All these structures are created to form a direct relationship with their ‘constructor’ - are they 
not constructed for the formation of a relationship? To relate to the vulnerabilities of Reality - to 
provide shelter, a sense of comfort.”

The Warrior paused,  “I wish to now reconnect cyclic time through an artificial structure; 
attempting at dissolving the concept of constructing built forms as immortal structures for the 
domination of time.” 

Location: Chaffers Marina
Scale: NTS
Note: Initial overlay of “Maori 
Cartography” onto Chaffers Marina; 
proposed site for architectural intervention. 
(Key for the comparison of the final Maori 
Cartography interpretation.)

Dwg. Title:  Initial overlay 
for the construction of Maori 

cartography
Facing Page: Proposed Site: 
The Reconstructed Narrative 

Maori Cartography of 
Chaffers Marina, Wellington, 

New Zealand 

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.11.2
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Aa Ppa Kka Kku Ee Whwh Ng ng H h I i

WARU

RUA

TAHI

(Aa,Waru) Man journeying on 
severed branches comes 
within the proximity of floating 
boulders 

(Aa,Whetu) Shifting towards a 
different position in viewing 
(Aa,Waru)

(Aa,Ono) Oceanic expanse

(Aa,Rima) Oceanic expanse

(Aa,Wha) Solidity in form

(Aa,Toru) Solidity in form and 
the vanishing of the ocean

(Ppa,Toru) Balancing along 
Ppa on the edge  of solidity

(Aa,Rua) Solidity in form, 
vanishing of the ocean and the 
growth of foliage in 
unsuspected places 

(Ppa,Rua) Balancing on the 
edge of solidity

(Kka,Rua) Oceanic expanse (Kku,Rua) Billowing clouds (Ee,Rua) The head tilts 
upwards noticing the difference 
in the form of clouds

(Whwh,Rua) The head tilts 
upwards noticing the difference 
in the form of clouds

( N g n g , R u a ) E n c o u n t e r i n g 
(Ee,Wha)

(Hh,Rua)Threshold along Hh (Ii,Rua) Further encounters with 
solidity

(Ppa,Tahi) Balancing on the 
edge of solidity along Ppa

(Aa,Tahi) Becoming familiar 
with solidity; acceptance at the 
loss of the ocean

(Hh,Tahi)Threshold along Hh(Ngng,Tahi)Familiarity of 
vessels

(Whwh,Tahi)Familiarity of cloud 
formations

(Ee,Tahi) Encountering clouds 
attempting to re-unite with the 
sky 

(Kku,Tahi) Oceanic expanse(Kka,Tahi) Oceanic expanse (Ii,Tahi) Solidity 

(Ppa,Rima) Oceanic expanse

(Ppa,Wha) Oceanic expanse (Kka,Wha) Ties within 
boulders

(Kku,Wha) Vessels 
suspended

(Ee, Wha) Vessels 
suspended

(Whwh, Wha) The discovery 
of billowing clouds

(Ngng, Wha) Continuing to 
move through clouds

(Hh, Wha) Threshold between 
suspended vessels and fixed 
land

(Ii, Wha) Discovering another 
vessel mounted on the other 
side of fixed land

(Kka,Toru) Oceanic expanse (Kku,Toru) As if vessels had 
been hanging from the sky

(Ee,Toru) Craddled by clouds (Whwh,Toru) Continuing to 
walk among clouds along Toru

(Ngng,Toru) Further 
encounters with vessels along 
Toru

(Hh,Toru) Threshold along Hh (Ii,Toru) States of Solidity 
discovered along Ii

(Ppa,Ono) Questioning 
structure of suspended 
vessels

(Kka,Ono) Observing form of 
the floating vessel

(Kku,Ono) Relationships 
formed between vessels 
nestled between floating 
boulders 

(Ee,Ono) Recognising 
familiar formations

(Whwh,Ono) Shifting 
position within space

(Ngng,Ono) Observing
ties to fixed land - vessel
mounting land

(Hh,Ono) Observing
structure of fixed land - 
rock slabs delicately 
balanced

(Ii,Ono) Continuation of 
fixed land 

(Ppa,Whetu) Shifting towards 
a different position in viewing 
(Ppa,Waru)

(Kka,Whetu) Experiencing 
 repetition 

(Kku,Whetu) Oceanic 
expanse 

(Ee,Whetu) Three 
vessels suspended 
between two boulders

(Whwh,Whetu) Four 
vessels suspended 
between two boulders

(Ngng,Whetu) Connecting 
to fixed land

(Hh,Whetu) Fixed land 
forming skyward structures 
to inhabit

(Ii,Whetu) Fixed land forming 
skyward structures to inhabit

(Ppa,Waru) Questioning the 
suspended nature of the 
boulder

(Kka,Waru)Cavernous
spaces discovered 
within the rock 
formations

(Kku,Waru) Repetition of 
rock formations

(Ee,Waru) Boulders tied 
within the expanse of the 
ocean

(Whwh,Waru) Balancing 
between two points 
tension within ties

(Ngng,Waru) Three rocks 
float within the proximity 
of the ocean, two find 
extension from the tug of 
skyward ropes

(Hh,Waru) The floating 
boulder extends towards 
the comfort of a fixed land

(Ii,Waru) The land finds 
tension within the ocean,
attempts to establish 
stabilitity through  
intersecting lines

WHETU

ONO

RIMA

WHA

TORU

(Kku,Rima) Oceanic expanse (Ee,Rima) Vessels tied 
between two rocks

(Whwh,Rima) Billowing clouds 
fixed at rock peaks

(Ngng,Rima) Arriving at a 
shifted perspective of 
(Ee,Rima)

(Hh,Rima) Vessel mounting 
fixed land

(Ii,Rima) Continually moving 
through structures of the fixed 
land

(Kka,Rima) Oceanic expanse
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12.0 DESIGNING BY 
PARAMETERS OF 
CYCLIC TIME & 
the intervention of a paua farm

cy·clic    The continuity of death and the renewal and the acknowledgement of exchange.

 ‘You breathed out as he breathed in so that now your breathing 
 is his breathing.’70

The Warrior introduced cyclic time within the existing artificial terrain. His intention was to 
design an intervention as a closed cyclic system within the linear processes of the site. Within 

his re-interpreted cartography the Warrior outlined a proposed simulation for the construction of 
an artificial environment that would conform to a specific cyclic time frame.71

He recalled the narratives of past landscapes, of sea gardens, the patience of waiting for the 
repetition and return of a species. He observed the harvesting structures of Reality, mutated with 
speed; pumped with mass urgency. 

He wished to observe, to formulate a narrative experiment for the patience of time. He contemplated 
the life cycle of a certain species, the Memory of Warriors, harvested by few, with existing methods 
for production used to constrain the stages of development within a regulated time frame.72

 

70  Mutuwhenua: The Moon Sleeps. by Patricia Grace in (Heim, 
1998, p.212) Heim discusses Maori continuity, reciprocity; 
as one dies, another is born, observing the balance between 
destruction and creation.

71 The research experiments with architecture governed by a 
cyclic function within the methodology of a Maori cartographic 
framework.  Initial programme is determined by a chosen marine 
species: New Zealand Black Foot Paua (Haliotis iris) and the 
stages of development to maturity and continual reproduction. The 
intention of the design is to conform architectural parameters 
within the stages of the Paua life cycle; time is exaggerated 
and celebrated through the relative movement of the architecture 
through each stage - shifting from one stage to the next from 2 
hour to 2 year periods dependent on the natural time for maturity. 
The intervention occurs within the breakwater and pier of Chaffers 
Marina. The cycle forms along the linearity of the site; along 
the breakwater, linking through the pier to reconnect with the 
breakwater. The architecture is intended to follow the course of 
this cyclic path.
 
72 New Zealand paua farming: standard living requirements include 
feeding, water quality and tank design/habitat (SITO: NZ Seafood 
Industry Training Organisation, 2006). The thesis analyses the 
varieties of water circulation to determine a suitable method 
for developing a closed system for paua farming. The ‘closed 
system’ is intended to reduce the maximum amount of waste through 
the integration of naturally occurring relationships between species. 
The most expensive and power intensive method; flow through 
systems, pump large quantities of sea water through paua tanks 
to then be pumped back out to sea, the water requires heating, 
filtration etc. (Heath, 2006). The preferred method, recirculation 
systems, utilises filtration to recycle seawater repeatedly tanks 
while adjusting water temperatures accordingly (Heath, 2006). 
Recent experiments with integrated multi-trophic aquaculture has 
allowed the integration of specific species to assist in water quality 
and waste management. Paua produce large amounts of CO2, 
dissolved in seawater produces high levels of acidity, breaking 
down the shells of the paua. Seaweed naturally absorbs C02 and 
when integrated in paua tanks regulates pH levels while providing 
natural feeding (Global Aquaculture Alliance,2006). 
The design research seeks to design a paua farm within concepts of 
integrated multi-trophic systems to utilise relationships between 
species to construct ‘closed system’ ecosystems.
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Location: Breakwater at 
Chaffers Marina, Wellington
 Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.12.0Dwg. Title:  Proposed site for 
an architectural intervention 

governed by the cyclic 
systems of New Zealand Paua.
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13.0 FOLDING 
TYPOLOGIES
fold:             
Verb.To bend, by making, a flat plane over on itself so that time continues

 1. ‘Build something, and it builds you,’ was what Hoani said, and I thought of     
 along time ago when the old lady had said to me,’You know what I do, I make myself.’ And  
 then she had given me the little kit which I have still. ‘It’s myself, to give,’ she’d said.’And  
 your big fish, it’s yourself, to give.’73

In finalising the footprint for the artificial ecosystem, the Warrior then imagined the definition 
of structures for inhabitation. He sought to determine a process for dissolving the interpreted 

Narratives within a simplified state.74  

He took remnants of artificiality and reconstructed the Narrative definitions as physical objects, 
experimenting with the definition of the original object through the characteristics and limits of 
the artificial materials.75 He discovered dwellings within folds, continuity through the bending of 
time, connections through tension.76 

However, he found the structures remained static objects, disconnected from other time zones, 
where his intention was to inhabit a shifting structure governed by the progression and repetition 
of time. 

The objects remained static, the Warrior patient in allowing the continuation of adequate iterative 
stages to activate the cyclic movements of the intervention. 

73 (Grace, 1986, p. 144) in Heim,1998)

74 Initial stages intend to recover Maori narratives within an 
artificial terrain/urban environment, transforming the foreign 
environment recognisable through Maori world views.
  
75 The time coordinate/planet is translated, though methods of 
model making, to produce architectural forms, and construct an 
inhabitable narrative language of the site. The second stage of 
research translates the narrative cartography into architectural 
typologies as a method for constructing forms within the existing 
artificial-scape.
 
76 Elements from each coordinate - ‘boulder’(breakwater/pier), 
‘vessel’(yacht), ‘static land’(Overseas Terminal and wharf) are 
translated through selected materials to embody parameters 
referring to ‘solid’, ‘suspended’, ‘grounded’; as a method for 
constructing a threshold between nonfiction and fiction with the 
intention of producing forms to acknowledge multiple definitions 
of ‘reality’ (Western/Maori).
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Location: in the folds of card 
and the bend of wire
 Scale: 1:200

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.0Dwg. Title:   Folding narrative 
typologies
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13.1 FOLDING TYPOLOGIES cont.

He then continued to reduce the forms, reduce the landscape, narratives, the artificial, the 
definition of the warrior, of himself into a collection of stereotypes, drawing with the lost Ink, 

now manufactured and digitised,  into a series of lines. 

The lines flowed with the thick substance of lost status, the Ink defining imagined spaces for 
the collection of Warriors, running blood red towards points of convergence, spreading to reach 
points of stability. 

The lines of blood find themselves in constant tension within the Artificial structures, each line 
experiencing either restriction, domination or active possession.

The Ink fought to establish the certainty and recognition of its existence - where both Fiction 
and Nonfictional identities found themselves equally simplified through the process of re-
interpretation; the Nonfictional objects are at once recognisable within the Fictional terrain, 
allowing an  equal cartography for asserting  the right of existence. 77

Thus begins the struggle of occupation within a categorized space.

77 The complex forms of boulders and vessels are reduced through 
the systematic method of folding card. The resulting forms are 
abstracted to minimal inhabitations of creased space. The linearity 
of a virtual space is transformed into physical space - in this 
example, time. The act of the fold produces forms which allow 
the inhabitation of time; time becomes folded from a linear plane. 
Folding becomes an ‘architectural ethos that conditions a mode 
of being-within-space’ (Murray, 2008). Spaces of possibility are 
created ‘in [the] potential for further divergences or foldings and 
thus, new meanings’ (Murray, 2008).
 
The sculptures of Hermann Glöckner portray the complexity 
of space within the simplicity of the fold (See Appendix 13.0).
Glöckner  explores the potential of geometries as objects producing 
space; Fold 1 experiments with a rectangle ‘balancing on the tip 
– unfolds as a form in space’ (Fundación Juan March, 2007).  
The design uses the simplistic methodology of folds following 
the curves and creases within the formation of the boulders to 
formulate a geometrical language. The integration of wire is used 
as an abstraction of suspension within the images; characterised 
by suspended ropes surrounding the oceanic planet and connected 
at the base of the floating boulders. The wire is used to further 
explore the definition of time through distance, fixed at two points 
the curvature of the wire navigates a linear pathway of return, it 
encompasses the entirety of the time zone coordinate/planet while 
remaining within the same point in time.

The delicacy of string is used to form connections of tension 
between boulder and wire. The creation of continuous line arriving 
at a point and dispersing towards another, traces the possibilities 
of enclosure - the forms suggest the characteristics of fishing nets 
suspended above the sea. The thread begins the movement between 
each ‘coordinate’ - extending a pathway of time for the architectural 
intervention to follow. The thread explores the kinetics of tension, 
pulling objects, moving them to the next stage of development. 

The physical models are translated back into 2-Dimensional 
comprehensions of space; - each planet is drawn with emphasis on 
line to produce the final spatial typologies, while also delegating 
certain typologies based on site characteristics - a method for 
site analysis which continues to categorize - through narrative - 
elements of the site into their specific ‘physicalities’. Therefore, 
typologies are repeated at coordinates which share similar features. 
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1b. (Aa, WARU): Abstracted typology of 
narrative coordinate - two boulders become 
two structures

2b. (Ppa, WARU): Abstracted typology of 
narrative coordinate - a single boulder 
becomes a structure in tension 

Location: Adobe Illustrator
 Scale: to the confinement of 
the line

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.1Dwg. Title:   Abstracted 
typologies

1a. (Aa,Waru) Narrative 
coordinate

2a. (Ppa,Waru) Narrative 
coordinate
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1a.(Kka,WARU) & (Kku,WARU)

2a. (Ee,WARU)

3a.(Whwh,WARU)

Location: Adobe Illustrator
Scale:  to line 

Dwg. Title:  Generating 
typolgogies  from narrative 

coordinates
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.11

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c. Final typology

2b. 2c

3b.        3c.
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1a.(Whwh, WARU)

2a. (Ngng,WARU)

3a.(Hh,WARU)

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c.Final Typology:
Abstracted time 
coordinates

2b. 2c

3b. 3c.

Location: Adobe Illustrator
 Scale: to line WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.12Dwg. Title:   Generating 

typolgogies  from narrative 
coordinates
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1a.(Aa, WHETU)

2a. (Ee,Whwh)

3a.(Whwh,WHETU)

Location: Adobe Illustrator
Scale:  to line 

Dwg. Title:  Generating 
typolgogies  from narrative 

coordinates
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.13

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c. Final typology

2b. 2c

3b.        3c.
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1a.(Ngng WHETU)

2a. (Hh,WARU)

3a.Ppa,ONO)

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c.Final Typology:
Abstracted time coordinates

2b. 2c

3b. 3c.

Location: Adobe Illustrator
 Scale: to line WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.14Dwg. Title:   Generating 

typolgogies  from narrative 
coordinates
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1a.(Kka, ONO)

2a. (Kku, ONO)

3a.(Hh, ONO)

Location: Adobe Illustrator
Scale:  to line 

Dwg. Title:  Generating 
typolgogies  from narrative 

coordinates
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.15

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c. Final typology

2b. 2c

3b.        3c.
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1a.(Ppa,RIMA)

2a. (Whwh,RIMA)

3a.(Aa,Wha)

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c.Final Typology:
Abstracted time coordinates

2b. 2c.

3b. 3c.

Location: Adobe Illustrator
 Scale: to line WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.16Dwg. Title:   Generating 

typolgogies  from narrative 
coordinates
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1a.(Aa, Toru)

2a. Aa,Rua)

3a.(Ee,Rua)

Location: Adobe Illustrator
Scale:  to line 

Dwg. Title:  Generating 
typolgogies  from narrative 

coordinates
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.15

1 b . Ty p o l o g i e s 
located within time 
zone

1c. Final abstracted typology

2b. 2c

3b.        3c.
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Location: Adobe Photoshop
 Scale: to the time zone of 
(Aa,WARU)

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.17Dwg. Title:   Typology 
(Aa,WARU) solidifying 

with material and shadow 
application
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Aa Ppa Kka Kku Ee Whwh Ng ng H h I i

WARU

RUA

TAHI

(Aa,Waru) Man journeying on 
severed branches comes 
within the proximity of floating 
boulders 

(Aa,Whetu) Shifting towards a 
different position in viewing 
(Aa,Waru)

(Aa,Ono) Oceanic expanse

(Aa,Rima) Oceanic expanse

(Aa,Wha) Solidity in form

(Aa,Toru) Solidity in form and 
the vanishing of the ocean

(Ppa,Toru) Balancing along 
Ppa on the edge  of solidity

(Aa,Rua) Solidity in form, 
vanishing of the ocean and the 
growth of foliage in 
unsuspected places 

(Ppa,Rua) Balancing on the 
edge of solidity

(Kka,Rua) Oceanic expanse (Kku,Rua) Billowing clouds (Ee,Rua) The head tilts 
upwards noticing the difference 
in the form of clouds

(Whwh,Rua) The head tilts 
upwards noticing the difference 
in the form of clouds

( N g n g , R u a ) E n c o u n t e r i n g 
(Ee,Wha)

(Hh,Rua)Threshold along Hh (Ii,Rua) Further encounters with 
solidity

(Ppa,Tahi) Balancing on the 
edge of solidity along Ppa

(Aa,Tahi) Becoming familiar 
with solidity; acceptance at the 
loss of the ocean

(Hh,Tahi)Threshold along Hh(Ngng,Tahi)Familiarity of 
vessels

(Whwh,Tahi)Familiarity of cloud 
formations

(Ee,Tahi) Encountering clouds 
attempting to re-unite with the 
sky 

(Kku,Tahi) Oceanic expanse(Kka,Tahi) Oceanic expanse (Ii,Tahi) Solidity 

(Ppa,Rima) Oceanic expanse

(Ppa,Wha) Oceanic expanse (Kka,Wha) Ties within 
boulders

(Kku,Wha) Vessels 
suspended

(Ee, Wha) Vessels 
suspended

(Whwh, Wha) The discovery 
of billowing clouds

(Ngng, Wha) Continuing to 
move through clouds

(Hh, Wha) Threshold between 
suspended vessels and fixed 
land

(Ii, Wha) Discovering another 
vessel mounted on the other 
side of fixed land

(Kka,Toru) Oceanic expanse (Kku,Toru) As if vessels had 
been hanging from the sky

(Ee,Toru) Craddled by clouds (Whwh,Toru) Continuing to 
walk among clouds along Toru

(Ngng,Toru) Further 
encounters with vessels along 
Toru

(Hh,Toru) Threshold along Hh (Ii,Toru) States of Solidity 
discovered along Ii

(Ppa,Ono) Questioning 
structure of suspended 
vessels

(Kka,Ono) Observing form of 
the floating vessel

(Kku,Ono) Relationships 
formed between vessels 
nestled between floating 
boulders 

(Ee,Ono) Recognising 
familiar formations

(Whwh,Ono) Shifting 
position within space

(Ngng,Ono) Observing
ties to fixed land - vessel
mounting land

(Hh,Ono) Observing
structure of fixed land - 
rock slabs delicately 
balanced

(Ii,Ono) Continuation of 
fixed land 

(Ppa,Whetu) Shifting towards 
a different position in viewing 
(Ppa,Waru)

(Kka,Whetu) Experiencing 
 repetition 

(Kku,Whetu) Oceanic 
expanse 

(Ee,Whetu) Three 
vessels suspended 
between two boulders

(Whwh,Whetu) Four 
vessels suspended 
between two boulders

(Ngng,Whetu) Connecting 
to fixed land

(Hh,Whetu) Fixed land 
forming skyward structures 
to inhabit

(Ii,Whetu) Fixed land forming 
skyward structures to inhabit

(Ppa,Waru) Questioning the 
suspended nature of the 
boulder

(Kka,Waru)Cavernous
spaces discovered 
within the rock 
formations

(Kku,Waru) Repetition of 
rock formations

(Ee,Waru) Boulders tied 
within the expanse of the 
ocean

(Whwh,Waru) Balancing 
between two points 
tension within ties

(Ngng,Waru) Three rocks 
float within the proximity 
of the ocean, two find 
extension from the tug of 
skyward ropes

(Hh,Waru) The floating 
boulder extends towards 
the comfort of a fixed land

(Ii,Waru) The land finds 
tension within the ocean,
attempts to establish 
stabilitity through  
intersecting lines

WHETU

ONO

RIMA

WHA

TORU

(Kku,Rima) Oceanic expanse (Ee,Rima) Vessels tied 
between two rocks

(Whwh,Rima) Billowing clouds 
fixed at rock peaks

(Ngng,Rima) Arriving at a 
shifted perspective of 
(Ee,Rima)

(Hh,Rima) Vessel mounting 
fixed land

(Ii,Rima) Continually moving 
through structures of the fixed 
land

(Kka,Rima) Oceanic expanse

Location: Chaffers Marina
Scale: to Maori time

Dwg. Title:  Maori Narrative 
Cartographic site for 

translation into architectural 
typologies

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG13.18
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Aa Ppa Kka Kku Ee Whwh Ng ng H h I i

WARU

RUA

TAHI

WHETU

ONO

RIMA

WHA

TORU

Location: Adobe Illustrator
 Scale: to adjacent time zones WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.13.19Dwg. Title:   Final translated 

typologies: narrative 
structures: red highlights the 

location of the intervention 
within the site
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14.0 THE CYCLIC PROGRAMME 
and the conversation with Memories       

The blood lines emitted small mutterings of tension within their static coordinates, longing to 
form connections between time. They shifted their definitions of materiality, attempting to 

stretch their existence; marine rope, silk threads, elastic cables, cotton threaded through needles 
stitching the flesh of a concretized existence. Ungoverned by time, the structures remained 
inactive, unmoving though twitching and stretching with the impatience of a restless ocean. The 
Warrior intended to relieve the stresses within the structure by the integration of a continuum.
He set out in search of the remnants of Landscape, on the edges where the Land still bathed in 
the abundance of fishes, crustaceans and molluscs. He performed the act of collection, sliding 
himself into the sea he swam within the shallows of past traditions - he collected memories to be 
consumed with a light tossing of garlic butter, perhaps white wine and curry powder, or pounded 
into fritters with onion and an assortment of light spices.78 The warrior collected his maximum 
intake for the day within an artificial net floating behind him he surfaced up on land.79

He took one Memory from his net, it clung to his hand, swivelling on its axis, questioning the texture 
of the rock he seemed to have found himself on. The Memory paused.
‘I suppose you intend to consume me; as Memories remind you of past things lost.’
‘Warriors do enjoy the consumption of Memories, many of our forgotten Memories inhabit the sea 
- at the edges where Landscape still exists.’
‘I’ve heard of the loss of Memories within the Artificial, lost under layers of objects, I hear Warriors 
forget in these zones.’
The Warrior repositioned the memory that clung to his hand. ’This is the reason for wanting to 
speak with you. I am reconstructing the memory of the Warrior within the Artificial Zone. I have 
formed typologies, I now require a time sequence to govern the possibilities of cyclic movement. I 
am asking whether you would be willing to have the events of your life govern these typologies; to 
narrate your events within the se structures.’80

The Memory released his grip from the Warrior’s hand, “Fascinating.”
The Memory swivelled 180 degrees in his shell. “ Well I do love a listening ear. My narrative 
requires...many stages of development.’
‘I have time.’ replied the Warrior.

  

 

78 Personal collection of recipes from spear fishermen and 
free divers.

79 The maximum quota per person, per day: ten paua - with 
a minimum size of 125mm (Ministry for Primary Industries, 
2007).   

80 The paua life cycle is analysed within the context of 
paua breeding requirements; focusing on the time required 
for each stage of maturity - from spawning to sexually 
mature adult paua. At each stage the time in minutes/hours 
days/months years is recorded. The design is intended to 
be governed by this cycle of time: the site is segregated 
into separate sections for each stage to occur within the 
site: this distance is measured and recorded. Thus, speed 
to which each section of the architecture (at this stage the 
architectural typologies) are to move from one area to the 
next is determined. Movement of these typologies is intended 
to be governed by mechanical devices pulling tensile 
cables. 
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Aa Ppa Kka Kku Ee Whwh Ng ng H h I i

WARU

RUA

TAHI

WHETU

ONO

RIMA

WHA

TORU

Location: Chaffers Marina 
Scale: to the relative 
perspectives of reality

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.14.0Dwg. Title: The Study 
shows  the location of the 

proposed site and architectural 
intervention with the 

positioning of the  relevant 
coordinate typologies
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15.0 STAGES of 
MEMORY RECOLLECTION81

mem·or·y:
Noun:       The taste of memory reminds us of identities lost within folded 
  landscapes.

 (the following information on paua breeding is sourced from (Regional Seafarming   
 Development and Demonstration Project)   

+9 BREEDING OF ADULT PAUA: Haliotis 
Adult paua selected for spawning: Adult paua at 70-90 mm are selected for spawning  by  non-
scuba divers, with minimal injury incurred to the paua.  The paua are collected during months of 
lower activity; in low water temperatures (March-May, October -November) and transferred to 
grow out tanks. 
TIME: 2 years
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 96 m 
SPEED of moving structure/typology:  v = d/t 96m/8040 hours = 0.01 mph (or 11mm per hour)

+1: DRYING: Selection of Paua for Brood stock Conditioning
Adult paua mature sexually at 17-21 degrees water temperature. 8 sexually mature paua  are 
selected, with sexes separated at a ratio of female: male 4:1 and removed from the water to dry 
in shaded conditions: 
TIME: 30 minutes - 2 hours.
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 21m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 10.5 mph

+2: EGG & SPERM release: The paua are then cleaned in UV treated seawater, still maintaining the 
separation of the sexes, then transferred to a UV-irradiated seawater tank, covered to simulate 
night conditions (paua are naturally nocturnal, and genital emission increases in reduced light 
exposure). 1 hour under covered tank, then check at intervals of 15- 30 minutes observing the 
concentration of sperm/eggs. 
TOTAL TIME: 4 hours
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 61m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 30.5 mph
Determining position after 1 hour: 30.5 metres checked at intervals of 7.6m

81 The paua farm suggests the re-connection of Maori with the past 
function of the landscape and for the remembering a specific relationship 
with the landscape.
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Diagramming programme: of paua 
life cycle integrated within site: 
communicating relationship between 
distances within site and stages of 
the paua life/farming cycle: showing 
positions +1 - +8. Position +9 shows 
the location of the adult grow out tanks.

+1: DRYING: 
21m from position +1 to position +2   

+5: FREE SWIMMING LARVAE:
79.3 m from position +5 to +6   

+6: CREEPING:
37.7m from position +6 to +7   

+7: CREEPING:
37.7m from position +6 to +7   

+8: JUVENILE:
84.4 m from position +8 to +9   

+2: EGG & SPERM release:
61 m from position +2 to +3

+3: FERTILISATION:
25.4 m from position +3 to +4

+4: EGG WASHING:
35.5 m from position +4 to +5

+1 +9

+2 +3

+4+5+6+7

+8

Location: Breakwater and 
Berth
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.15.1Dwg. Title:   Diagram for the 
testing of the  programme in 

relation to the paua life cycle
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15.0 STAGES OF MEMORY RECOLLECTION CONT.

+3: FERTILISATION: Egg fertilization is carried out within an hour from egg release. The sperm and 
eggs are placed within a bucket and stirred gently. Fertilised eggs sink to the bottom of the tank 
at a rate of 2 cm/sec. 
TOTAL TIME: 1 hour
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 25.4 m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 25.4 mph

+4: EGG WASHING: The upper water layer is removed through suction/tilting the tank to remove 
‘abnormal’ eggs. This water is replaced with freshly filtered seawater. This procedure is called 
‘egg washing’ and is continued 5- 6 times until eggs hatch. 
TOTAL TIME: 3 hours
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 35.5m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 11.8mph 
Egg washing intervals: 5 - 6 times at half hour intervals: every 5.9 metres

+5: FREE SWIMMING LARVAE rearing: larval growth and survival require water temperatures of 20 
degrees with water volumes changed every 6-8 hours. Time in specified conditions: 4-10 days with 
water changes every 6 hours.
TOTAL TIME: 4 - 10 days
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 79.3m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 5.5 mmph
Water volumes changed every 6 hours: every 3.3m

 

+6: CREEPING STAGE: The growth of the foot and tentacles occurs 
within the first four days, where the larvae search for a suitable 
surface to attach to. This is referred to as the ‘creeping stage’. 
A series of metamorphic stages occur before juvenile stage. 
Continuous flow of filtered seawater is required for the first ten 
days. Rearing boards which form a layer of microorganisms in 
seawater are placed in the tanks as the surface for juvenile’s to 
attach. The boards provide suitable feeding and living conditions 
for metamorphosis to occur for the first 10-20 days.
TOTAL TIME: 10 days
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 37.7m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 2.61 mmph
 
+7: REARING larvae: Diatom fluid(seaweed) is then added to the 
tanks in static water for 8 hours, a day before larvae are placed 
within the tanks; the water remains static for larvae to settle 
on the boards: 1 day. Water temperature should remain at 19-
21 degrees through the rearing stage, water is changed three 
times a day, with air supplied at intervals of 15-20 minutes. 
The larvae grow to 8 times in mass during the first ten days, 
producing more waste. Biological management of the tanks is 
required to maintain water quality: dead larvae, excrement, 
decomposition of unconsumed food increase ammonia and 
carbon dioxide. Regular water changes and the integration of 
seaweed species is used to combat the levels of carbon dioxide.
TOTAL TIME: 10 days
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 37 m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 0.15 mph or 150mm

+8: JUVENILE grow-out: Thinning is carried out where half of 
the rearing boards are removed and replaced with new ones. 
The removed boards are added to a new tank with fresh 
boards, regulating larvae densities. Juvenile abalone are 
reared in net cages typically in cement tanks coated in resin/
waterproof cloth.  Feeding and water temperature increase 
during juvenile stage. Food is provided every 5- 10 days: these 
include Laminaria, Undaria and Ulva  - these species are farmed 
within the tanks; i.e share the same re-circulated water for the 
seaweed to absorb CO2. Cleaning occurs every 6-7 days; net 
cages and seawater are changed. Time: 6 - 8 months.
TOTAL TIME: 6-8 months
DISTANCE to travel within SITE: 84.4 m
SPEED of moving structure/typology: 0.02 mph
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+1 +9

+2 +3

+4+5+6+7

+8

Diagramming TYPOLOGIES within 
programme: Typologies are allocated with 
their corresponding position within the 
interpreted cartography/position within 
the site, the location of each paua life 
cycle stage. This begins to question how 
each typology is to transition to the next; 
through the language of the forms and the 
interconnection of the ‘red’ ink lines. 

Location: Breakwater and 
Berth
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.15.0Dwg. Title:   Flow diagram 
showing   typologies in series
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+ 1 
 

-21m- 
 

-61m- 
 

-25.4m- 
 

-35.5m- 
 

-79.3m- 
 

-37.7m- 
 

-37m- 
 

-84.4m- 
 

-2 hours- 
 

-4 hours- 
 

-1 hour- 
 

-3 hours- 
 

-10 days- 
 

-10 days- 
 

-10 days- 
 

-6-8 months- 
 

-10.5mph- 
 

-15.3mph- 
 

-25.4mph- 
 

-11.8mph- 
 

-0.33mph- 
 

-0.16mph- 
 

-0.15mph- 
 

-0.016mph- 
 

+ 2 
 

+ 3 
 

+ 4 
 

+ 5 
 

+ 6 
 

+ 7 
 

+ 8 
 

+ 9
 

15.1 LINEAR TIMESCALES 
& the variable times taken to remember
a memory 

The stages of memory were drawn within linear time to then be placed at their designated 
positions. They shifted restlessly by being placed at static points along a linear path.

The stages of paua production and the distances required for 
travel are recorded along a linear time scale. Stages +1 to +8 are 
included, however stage +9 is discussed later in the design. The 
smaller intervals represent the frequency and distance at which 
water requires changing. The relative speed at which the paua 
move at each stage show either how fast or slow the structure is 
to move: if it will be detected by the users (i.e 25.4 mph as 
opposed to a slow moving structure that gradually shifts itself at  
0.016 mph over the course of 8 months. The typologies are placed 
within the stages of the linear time-scale, identifying the continuity 
of an architectural language. This process allows typologies to be 
manipulated, conformed, stretched, directed along the parameters 
of time,distance,speed. The design experiments how to achieve 
a typology governed by these factors through the extension and 
contraction of line. 

SPEED

TIME

DISTANCE

+ 1 
 

+ 2 
 

+ 3 
 

+ 4 
 

+ 5 
 

+ 6 
 

+ 7 
 

+ 8 
 

+ 9
 

Location: Paua timescales
Scale: To linear times

Dwg. Title:  Diagram of 
typologies along linear 
timescale in relation to 

distance moved 

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG15.1
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+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

+6

+7

+8

Location: Breakwater and 
Berth
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.15.1Dwg. Title:   Breakwater and 
pier, Chaffers Marina with 
typologies allocated their 
positions within the cyclic 

system of the paua integrated 
within the site.
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+ 1 
 

+ 2 
 

+ 3 
 

+ 4 
 

+ 5 
 

+ 6 
 

+ 7 
 

+ 8 
 

+ 9
 

16.0 RECONNECTING 
STAGES of TIME 

con·nec·tion 
Noun. The action of linking one thing with another.

Elements are determined within the typologies, defining the common characteristics which 
allowed movement, inhabitation or structures for the growth of memories. Memory connected 

to an initial point within time to reconnect between all stages of memory recollection. 

The design determines the connection between each stage 
with  the   intention    of reforming a complete kinetic 
architectural system facilitating the growth of paua. The 
characteristics of the typologies are defined within 3 functions: 
form (inhabitable, static structure); kinetic (the movement of 
the structure, cables which through mechanical intervention 
allow the paua nets/tanks to move along the facility); tank 
(the static tank for the recirculation of seawater.)

This stage focuses primarily on kinetic - the movement form 
one position to the next using tension cables and pulley 
systems. The  basic requirements of each transition are 
translated within diagrammatic sketches for the purpose 
of determining form function. However, the main intention 
of re-connection is to produce a conceptual system for a 
kinetic architecture: focusing on the supporting structure 
of the cables, the pivot, pulley, tension, release, track and 
slide and return to destination. 

Location: Stage one: Egg 
Drying moving towards 
Egg and Sperm release 
monitoring tanks
 Scale: to next stage of 
development 

Dwg. Title:  Showing 
typologies of STAGE 

+ONE: Selection of 8 adult 
paua from main adult paua 

growout tank. 8 paua dry 
for 1 hour under shaded 

conditions.

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG16.0
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A B

A B

A B

FORM (inhabitable, static structure)
Adult paua tank at initial destination, or 
the form where adult paua are selected.

KINETIC (the movement of the structure, 
cables which through mechanical 
intervention allow the paua nets/tanks to 
move along the facility):
Upper track for tension cables &
Tension cables

TANK (the static tank for the recirculation 
of seawater) Drying platform: mimic 
form of cable track

16.1 EXPLANATION OF TYPOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS

16.12 DETERMINING CONNECTION BETWEEN PAUA DRYING STRUCTURE AND EGG/SPERM RELEASE FACILITY

+1 PAUA DRYING 
TYPOLOGY

+2 EGG/SPERM RELEASE 
TYPOLOGY

2. MOVEMENT FROM POSITION A TO B
Transfer container is pulled by cables suspended 
from shaded cover track. The transfer container 
then returns to position A when released.  

3. DIAGRAMMATIC
Of transfer container, transfer holding tank and 
pulling system.

4. CONCEPTUAL MOVEMENT
From A: Drying structure to B: Egg/Sperm facility

Shaded 
cover

Paua transfer 
container Transfer 

holding tank

Transfer container

1. MOVEMENT: 8 paua dry for 1 hour under 
shaded conditions.
DESTINATION: Egg and Sperm release 
monitoring tanks 

Location: Paua drying to egg/
sperm release
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.16.12Dwg. Title:   Typologies 
informing functional forms at 

initial stages of Paua cycle

1. 2. 3. 4.
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16.2 DETERMINING CONNECTION BETWEEN EGG/SPERM RELEASE
and FERTILISATION FACILITIES

+2 egg/sperm typology

+3 Creeping typology

2. TANK and KINETIC SYSTEM for egg/
sperm release  

3. DIAGRAM for the checking of egg/sperm 
release every 15 -30 minutes. Holding 
tanks are covered while the moving tanks 
become exposed every 15-30 minutes for 
checking of sperm/egg densities.

4. FINAL DIAGRAM showing movement 
of tanks: 1 hour transfer within covered 
conditions to 15-30 minute interval checks

Covered holding tank

Pulling system for transfer 
of adult paua in covered 
UV treated seawater tank 
for 1 hour  

Holding tank for the checking of egg/sperm

Pulling system 

1. MOVEMENT: 1 hour under covered tank, 
then check at intervals of 15- 30 minutes 
observing the concentration of sperm/eggs. 
DESTINATION: Egg and Sperm release 
monitoring tanks 

+ 1 
 

+ 2 
 

+ 3 
 

+ 4 
 

+ 5 
 

+ 6 
 

+ 7 
 

+ 8 
 

+ 9
 

1. 2. 3. 4.

Location: Stage one: Egg/
sperm typology; creeping 
typology
Scale: to next stage of 
development 

Dwg. Title: Study of timescale 
showing movement of structure 

from Stage 2 to Stage 3
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG16.2
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16.3 DETERMINING CONNECTION BETWEEN FERTILISATION 
and EGG WASHING FACILITIES

+3 fertilisation typology

+4 Egg Washing typology

+4 Egg washing typology

+5 Free swimming larvae

2. KINETIC structure for the observation of 
sinking fertilised eggs 

4. KINETIC structure for the washing of 
fertilised eggs every half hour (top layer of 
water is removed).

Covered holding tank

3. Holding tank for fertilised eggs: the top 
layer of water is removed by tilting the tank.

1. MOVEMENT: Fertilised eggs sink to 
the bottom of the tank at a rate of 2 cm/
sec. 
TOTAL TIME: 1 hour

+ 1 
 

+ 2 
 

+ 3 
 

+ 4 
 

+ 5 
 

+ 6 
 

+ 7 
 

+ 8 
 

+ 9
 

Location: Fertilisation to egg 
washing and egg washing to 
free swimming larvae 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.16.3Dwg. Title:   Study of 
timescale showing movement 

of structure from Stage 3 to 
Stage 4 and 4 to 5

1. 2. 3. & 4.
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16.4 DETERMINING CONNECTION BETWEEN EGG WASHING AND

+5 Free swimming larvae 
typology

+6 Creeping stage

2. TANK and KINETIC SYSTEM for 
egg/sperm release.  
 

3. DIAGRAM for the checking of egg/
sperm release every 15 -30 minutes. 
Holding tanks are covered while the 
moving tanks become exposed every 
15-30 minutes for checking of sperm/
egg densities.

4. FINAL DIAGRAM showing 
movement of tanks: 1 hour transfer 
within covered conditions to 15-30 
minute interval checks.

1.  MOVEMENT: 1 hour under 
covered tank, then check at intervals 
of 15- 30 minutes observing the 
concentration of sperm/eggs. 
DESTINATION: Egg and Sperm 
release monitoring tanks.

1. 2. 3. 4.

Location: Stage one: 
free swimming larvae to 
creeping typology
Scale: to next stage of 
development. 

Dwg. Title: Study of timescale 
showing movement of structure 

from Stage 5 to Stage 6
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG16.4

+ 1 
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+ 8 
 

+ 9
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16.5 DETERMINING CONNECTION BETWEEN FERTILISATION and EGG WASHING FACILITIES

+ 1 
 

+ 2 
 

+ 3 
 

+ 4 
 

+ 5 
 

+ 6 
 

+ 7 
 

+ 8 
 

+ 9
 

+6 Creeping stage

+7 Rearing stage +8 Juvenile grow out

+7 Rearing stage

2. KINETIC structure for creeping larvae.

4. KINETIC structure for juvenile tank move 
out.

3. MOVEMENT: Juvenile paua are moved 
along a linear structure taking approximately 
ten days to arrive at the juvenile grow out 
tank.

1. MOVEMENT: Fertilised eggs sink to the 
bottom of the tank at a rate of 2 cm/sec. 
TOTAL TIME: 1 hour

Location: Creeping to rearing 
stage and rearing  to free 
juvenile stage
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.16.5Dwg. Title: Study of timescale 
showing movement of structure 

from Stage 6 to Stage 7 and 
7 to 8

1. 2. 3.
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17.0 FINAL LINEAR
TIMESCALE

Location: Proposed site: 
breakwater, Chaffers 
Marina
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Final linear 
timescale illustrating stages 

of Paua  production cycle 
Individually manipulated 

animation frames illustrating 
the movement of the Paua tank 

within the linear structure  

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG17.0
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17.1 FINAL CIRCULAR 
TIMESCALE

Location: Creeping to rearing 
stage and rearing  to free 
juvenile stage
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.17.1Dwg. Title:     Final circular   
timecycle. Individually 

manipulated animation frames 
illustrating the movement 

of the Paua tank within the 
converted linear structure 

(circulation and continuity of 
movement). 
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18.0 OCCUPYING THE FICTIONAL 
WITHIN NONFICTION
Entering design stages through the integration of generated 
typologies.

The Warrior initiates the integration of Fictional forms within Nonfictional contexts to establish a 
recognisable topography within the Artificial Terrain.

18.00.00 

19.00.00  

20.00.00  

21.00.00  

22.00.00    

 23.00.00  

 

24.00.00  

 24.00.01  

25.00.00  

26.00.00 

27.00.00 

28.00.00 

29.00.00

30.00.00

31.00.00

 32.00.00

 

The Opening

The Passage

 The Meeting Room

Studio of Resistance

The Block

OCCUPYING A WARRIOR TOPOGRAPHY: 

Representational Images

The Paua Farm: Stage 1

Stage 1: Drying

Stage 2: Egg/Sperm Release

Stage 3: Forming Narratives: Fertilisation 

Stage 4: Context Renewal: Egg Washing: 

Stage 5: The Survival of Memories: Free Swimming Larvae

Stage 6: Connecting memories: Creeping Stage

Stage 7/8: Connecting Thought Networks: Juvenile Rearing

Stage 9: Remembering: Main Grow Out Tank 

RETURNING

P100

P106

P108

P114

P120

P126

P150

P153

P156 

P162

P168

P174

P180

P186

P192

P200
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Location: Intermission
Scale: to nearest dairy WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.18.0                 Dwg. Title: Artificial Warriors 

on  Intermission (Smoko) after 
Construction of the Warrior 

Topography
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18.0 THE OPENING 
ENTERING A STATE OF RECOGNITION

en·trance 
Noun. An opening, such as a door, passage, or gate, that allows access to a place

 1. ‘‘what the map says is that Tuki saw his reality in all of its dimensions-cultural, magical/
spiritual as well as geographical, historical and strategic, and that he saw no conflict in 
mapping those things as if each existed in the factual, tactile, visible world’’.82

In completing the continuity of memories as a cyclic typology, the Warrior returned to the Existing 
Realities of the site. He held the Memories within his hand watching the delicate strands shift 
around a central axis. The Typology required the translation into a Structure within the site; to be 
recognised and occupied by his Fellow Warriors. An initial stage of integration within Reality was 
necessary ; to render reality uncertain. 

At the edge of the Artificial Extension; the observed contours were defined by surfaces and edges; 
the meetings between artificial materials. Incomplete objects protruded and extended, expanding 
from existing structures. 83  The Warrior saw the opportunity of continuing the Incomplete objects 
by re-connecting his Typologies. He recorded these points within the Artificial Typography to 
determine possible locations for an Occupied Structure.84 

The Warrior imagined an opening for entering Artificiality to narrate an entrance for observing the 
act of opening in relation to time. A door was to be opened by the entirety of the Artificial Land; 
connecting supportive structures with corresponding Typologies. 

When knocking on the Constructed Typology, a Warrior would patiently wait for Time to reply. 
The Reply arrived through the slow shifting of monstrous topographical elements. The objects 
distorted and retracted around the central axis of the body, and in the drama of movement, the 
subtlety in the Opening of the Artificial Terrain revealed a long Passageway.

 

FORMING ‘COSMOSCAPES’  (Roberts, 2010,p.741)
 
82 (Roberts,2010,p.742) Tuki was captured by a British naval ship 
in 1793 and transported to Australia. In describing his homeland 
he sketched a drawing of New Zealand as he saw the geography - 
as elements derived from the physical,spiritual and cultural. The 
resulting ‘map’  confronts representations of reality. 

The design of the Gang Headquarters is initiated as a narrative 
entrance within the existing ‘topography’.

83 Elements within the site are analysed for their ability to be 
extended to form the architectural intervention /Maori typologies. 
Chaffer’s Marina is analysed as a topographical land a potential 
site for a Pa - the defensive architecture- elements are interpreted 
as ‘contours’(Best,2009,p.12).
Marine timber piles are extended through the addition of 
fabricated brackets for the connection of steel sections. The 
typology at the point of entry is corresponded with the Maori 
cartographic coordinate (Hh,Tahi). 

84 The structure resists the context through a redefinition of the 
existing artificial ’contours’. The existing structure is re-utilised  
as the colonised foundation for indigenous occupation as a 
means of “re-cognis[ing]...our own Indigenous ontological and 
epistemological constructs” (Lee,2009,p.1)

The presence of the Gang Headquarters also confronts  definitions 
of ownership through the structural use of the Clyde Quay 
apartments; designing custom extensions/steel brackets for 
slotting additional elements onto the building  intended to proceed 
without consent.[FIG.18.1] 

The entrance to the HQ’descends beneath the wharf, entering 
is dramatised through the hyperbole of the act of opening; the 
doors open by retractable steel sections controlled by steel 
cables threaded through a semi-circular steel section suspended 
10 metres above the ground. The simple movements of opening 
the door is exaggerated through scale, kinetics and geometric 
formation.[FIG.18.1]

Materiality is governed by the intersection of various typologies 
intended to produce a hybrid textural Maori topography founded 
on the progression of ‘Maori land.’  The result is a reaction to 
the industrial rawness of Chaffers Marina contrasting with the 
pristine presentation of  existing leisure yachts interpreted as the 
‘existing contours’ of the artificial landscape. The topography 
utilises the existing materiality of the context corresponding to 
material approaches to urban gang headquarters. Steel framing 
is clad in recycled steel panels, while the interior is finished in 
polished white plaster. External connection points/bolted fixings 
are coated in white Colorsteel. [FIG31.4]
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Location: Typology at 
(Hh,Tahi)
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.18.0Dwg. Title: Existing Site 
Condition. The Opening: The 

Warrior  introduces himself to 
the site through reconstructed 

narrative 

(Hh,Tahi)

(Warrior)
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Location: Proposed site: 
Entrance to Chaffers 
Marina
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: The Opening 
Corresponding with Context  WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG18.1

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Typology at (Hh,TAHI). The characteristic of the highlighted red lines are 
applied to the adjacent structure: The block like forms in black line are 
interpreted as the existing elements of the site.

18.1 THE OPENING 
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 
(Hh, TAHI) at entrance to site

The Gang Headquarter’s entrance is located within the time coordinate (Hh,Tahi) 
as corresponding with the generated Maori Cartographic representation. Typology 
characteristics are applied to the existing site with consideration of the typology function: 
i.e entering. The structure follows the principles of designing to site: connecting to a 
point, object expanding to encompass the time(space), as a means of connecting site and 
typology. The entrance is seen as a structure defining, through occupation, time, through 
the continuity of line.

(HH,TAHI)

(a) Entrance
(b) Mechanical rail steel section
(c) Existing marine piles
(d) addition of steel UC section
(e) fabricated steel bracket

(a) (b)(c)

(d)

(e)
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Location: Typology at 
(Hh,Tahi)
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.18.1Dwg. Title: The Opening: 
Entering States of Recognition

(a) Connection to Clyde Quay development project: 
UB slots into fabricated bracket designed to 
existing dimensions of Clyde Quay development.
(b) Clyde Quay Development project.
(c) Existing walkway.
(d) Chaffers Marina berth
(e) Boat hoist deck

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a)

(b)
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Location: (Hh,Tahi)
Scale: To Distorted Time 

Dwg. Title: (Facing Image)
The Opening as a 

Cartographic Point in Time 
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG18.2

18.2 THE OPENING 
ar·chi·tec·ture
Noun. whenua.85

 
 1. “Investigations that distort our reality by means of discontinuities” 86

After imprinting the illusion of structure at the Entrance to the State of Collective Resistance the 
Warrior remained very still. He turned to look back and both forward at his position and then turned 
back while looking forward, however, again looking back.87 He realised he had distorted Reality 
through creating an undefined uncertainty within the initial stages of the reconstructed Artificial 
Landscape. 

He moved forward, walking around what appeared to be a hovering existence within the time 
coordinate (Hh,TAHI), shortly arriving and remaining at his previous position. 

While finding satisfaction with existing in such an Uncertain state the Warrior watched the Identities 
of Reality, repeatedly re-discover their frustrations at arriving and returning to the same point in 
the hopes of continuing elsewhere. 

However, the Warrior also questioned how to move into the next time state. He turned away from the 
escalating panic of the Identities of Reality, towards the Opened doors of the Entrance to Recognition.

 

REPRESENTING COSMOSCAPES

85 Land - often used in the plural. (Maori Dictionary Online, 
2003-2013).

86 Investigation of Escher’s ‘architectural constructions’  as 
‘spatial fantasies’ which ‘uphold the Einsteinian discourse on the 
relationship between space and time’ (M.C.Escher Foundation). 

87 ‘the past is said to be before us, and space is not measured in 
terms of physical distances between things but rather in terms of 
their perceived genealogical relationships’(Robert,2010,p.749)

The representation of the designed structures are presented 
within concentrated points on space which attempt to distort 
linear concepts of time and therefore - land. The reconstructed 
topography is a suggestion to how Maori perception of land and 
time are comprehended within architecture as a continuous entity.

The axonometric image of the structure at coordinate (Hh,TAHI) 
is distorted around the spatial limitlessness of a spherical template 
acknowledging the undefinable concept of time.[FIG.18.2]
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Location: (Hh,Tahi)
Scale: To Distorted Time 

Dwg. Title: (Facing Image)
The Passage as a 

Cartographic Point in Time 
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG19.0

REPRESENTING ‘COSMOSCAPES’  

88 (Best, 1941, p. 334) Tunnel passages were constructed beneath 
the defensive systems of Maori Pa. The corridor adopts the 
Maori Pa passageways as Maori defensive typology within gang 
headquarters, resisting ground level authorities. 

The corridor acts as a passage for the initiation  of [un]
monitored activity - necessary as the initial entrance into the gang 
‘underworld.’ 

The tunnel is seen as a typology utilised within various struggles of 
resistance, including the smuggling tunnels of Gaza - responsible 
for two thirds of the Gaza economy (Verini, 2012). Additionally 
the building of ‘monumental tunnels’ (subways) - suggests “the 
possibility of resistance to the form of the city above” (Survant, 
2012). 

89 FIG.31.2

The Passage

The passage shifts the gang activities below the wharf, a path leads 
to align below the main boardwalk of Chaffers Marina. A dinghy 
waits to transport the gang member from the initial entrance to the 
secondary entrance – the means of arriving becomes a series of 
events and stages.[FIG31.2] The entrance intends to deliberately 
Occupy Western space, causing a sense of unease, uncertainty 
and suspicion within the public as they observe a gang member 
vanishing below the wharf. 

19.0 THE PASSAGE
SHIFTING THROUGH UNCERTAINTY  

pas·sage  
Noun. The act or process of moving through, under, over, or past something on the way from one 
place to another. 
 

 1. “A form of tunnel was excavated leading from the interior of a pa under all defensive 
works outward to a bush gully.” 88

The Warrior descended a flight of steps leading into the depths of uncertainty he now inhabited 
the mutated land, he walked between surfaces where his reflections were unrecognisable. He 
inhaled the thick seawater embedded in the artificial trees stained with words of artificial 
preservation. He continued to follow the narrow room. 

The Warrior felt his feet touch water realising he had arrived at the edge of uncertainty. 
Surrounded by doubt, a glimpse of light alerted him to a small vessel ahead. Boarding the 
familiarity the warrior drifted within linearity, the echo of waves lapping at hidden structures.89
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20.0 THE MEETING ROOM
A ZONE FOR HIGHLIGHTED VOICES 

de·clare  
Verb. formally announce the beginning of (a state or condition).
 
  “I repeat again that I wish to divide my body into four quarters.”  90

The vessel’s ranting came to an abrupt halt, hitting the solidity of a platform. Looking up the Warrior saw 
the Second Entrance to the States of Recognition .            

Collaboration of parallel and intersecting voices was now necessary in seeking linguistic exchanges 
between Reality identities and Warrior, to form a time for discussion. 

The Warrior constructed another component of fiction for the illumination of Voices, forming a temporal 
room for speaking, locating platforms for individual voices.  However, shrouded in the darkness of the 
underground, the artificial sky of the internal landscape was severed to allow the illumination of the 
speakers below. The Voices were encased in the curvature of time for the Voice to project to the central 
axis.91

 

FORMING ‘COSMOSCAPES’  

90 T.W Ratana’s speech on the aim to capture the four seats of 
Parliament - aligning with the Labour party in 1935. Ratana was 
the first of the Maori prophets to highlight the Maori voice within 
mainstream politics (Binney,1990). He presented four objects 
to the Prime Minister (Michael Savage) one being a watch, a 
Western object of constructed time - however its broken condition 
represented Maori law, as Te Whiti had earlier explained ‘only the 
law can repair the law’(Binney,1990).

91 FIG.31.3

The Meeting Room

The gang member dismounts the dingy to be guided into a 
circular room beneath the wharf. The Meeting Room includes 
four platforms for speakers to raise issues/ideas between gang 
chapters and invited non-gang affiliated guests (parties/person/
NZ public). [FIG.20.1] Seating for speaker groups are located 
between platforms. Speakers and seated members face the centre 
of the room where a open section within the floor exposes the sea 
below the wharf.
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(Hh,ONO)

(Warrior)

Location: Typology at 
(Hh,ONO)
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.20.0Dwg. Title: The Meeting 
Room: The Warrior Reflects 
on the Significance of Oral 

Communication 

entrance
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Location: (Hh,Ono)
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: The Meeting 
Room: Study Showing the 

Rotation of the Disk at Wharf 
Level through the Twisting of 

the Cables.

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG20.1

20.1 THE MEETING ROOM
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 
(Hh, ONO) after Secondary Entrance 

(HH,ONO)

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Formation of the platform as a reference of the cruciform structure of  Te Miringa Te 
Kakara - the first known Maori Wananga, (centre for learning/university) founded by the 
Pao Miere faith - in reaction to the land surveys of 1883. Pao Miere translates as ‘Refuse 
Honey’ in referring to the sweet taste of land money (Binney,1990).

Typology at (Hh,ONO). The typology illustrates a structure which encircles an inner 
space, three entrances are open into the centre, further completed by extensions of 
vertical lines following the perimeter. The enclosed characteristic of the typology is 
applied to the meeting room function: a circular space with four platforms (openings) 
for discussion and debate by gang members. 

(a) skylight at wharf level
(b) timber deck of rotating disk at Wharf level
(c) Inclined steel UC section
(d) mechanical cable connection for disk rotation
(e) arrival platform/jetty for dinghy

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
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Location: (Hh,Ono)
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.20.1Dwg. Title: Location of The 

Meeting Room within Western 
Time (linear axonometric 
representation)located at 

(Hh,Ono)

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(a) Connection to Clyde Quay development project: 
UB slots into fabricated bracket designed to existing 
dimensions of Clyde Quay development.
(b) Clyde Quay Development project.
(c) Existing upper walkway
(d) Chaffers Marina breakwater
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20.2 THE MEETING ROOM
A ZONE FOR HIGHLIGHTED VOICES 

meet
Verb. hui.92

 
 1. “The meeting house is a structure consisting of one large space entered through a
gabled porch.” 93 

2. “The meeting house became a repository of tribal mana (prestige, power) and history in a time of 
change, loss of land and cultural erosion.” 94

The Warrior invited voices of reality onto the corresponding Platforms to initiate further discussion 
relating to the uncertainty of Land. The Warrior opened his mouth from which slowly oozed in high viscosity 
the dark ink of old memories. The darkness absorbed the shaft of illumination, consuming the light whole. 

The heads of Reality turned away from the offensive substance. Slowly returning, The mouths of Reality 
then opened, from which the black substance continued to escape. The speaking platforms hovered over 
the Ocean surface; exposed by an opening in the speaking floor, the Warrior placed his viscous words on 
the water surface, repeated by the voices of Reality.

The Voices proceeded to flash in the new light, others hovered highlighting significant thoughts, others 
quickly ignored. Voices were seen in the depth of the darkness, and ideas of resistance emerged.95

95 

REPRESENTING ‘COSMOSCAPES’
  
92 Verb. To gather, congregate, assemble, meet. (Maori 
Dictionary Online, 2003-2013) 

93 (Mckay,2004,p.4)

94 (Mckay,2004,p.4-5)

FIG.20.2 The speaker is illuminated by a single rectangular 
skylight mirroring the platform below. This is cut into a 
circular disk constructed within the wharf. The disk rotates 
with the twisting of the attached cables – when the light shaft 
is required by another speaker so that they may be illuminated. 
When a meeting is in progress the enthusiasm of the discussion 
is communicated above the wharf through the urgency with 
which the disk rotates on its axis. The speaking room is 
intended as the ‘hui’ or meeting room with access from the 
main entrance.

95 FIG.31.3

Location: (Hh,Ono)
Scale: To Distorted Time

Dwg. Title: (Facing Image)
The Meeting Room as a 

Cartographic Point in Time 
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG20.2
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21.0 THE STUDIO 
A State For the Production of Resistance

re·sist 
Noun. A resistant substance applied as a coating to protect a surface during some process.
 

1. “The New Zealand landscape is a hotly contested site – of physical possession, of
naming, mapping and journeying, of warring and of tribal, racial and personal
memory. It is in truth, an occupied zone whose constantly reread and rewritten
histories do not lie in quiescent layers but jostle, shift, and thrust, as changing and
unstable as the land itself.”  96

After the conglomeration of a thousand voices within the Room constructed for the uncovering of Amnesia 
the Warrior shifted towards the next coordinate for translation. He exited through an opening in the 
constructed circumference, entering into an awaiting corridor. He imagined  another opening which would 
lead him into a State for the Translation of Words into Actions of Resistance. 

Warrior narrated a State defined through further stages centred about an axis for the progression of 
Recognising a new Topography. The Warrior saw the need for his fellow Warriors to reconstruct the 
Artificial Land - through the Re-Occupation to eliminate categories relating to Identity Amnesia. 

States of Re-Categorisation were sought through the re-alignment with the uncertain Terrain. The Warrior 
constructed a State for the production of further Narrative Topographical components to Occupy - and 
coexist within Fiction and NonFictional Terrains. 97

 

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

96 (Pitts in Mckay,2004,p.3)
 

Studio for Resistance

The intention of the third Coordinate Zone is to provide a space 
for Maori activist projects of resistance and protest in the form of 
physical occupation. Gang members become actively involved in 
‘permanently occupying’ the New Zealand Landscape, to reclaim 
a sense of Maori identity - through  ‘re-occupation’. 

The studio  provides a series of research spaces: for the 
understanding of Maori law, Land rights where gang members 
research existing land surveys to design permanent structures 
for the occupation of sites of Maori significance. Structures 
are prefabricated within the workshop studio and assembled 
permanently, overnight, on site. The structures are intended to 
shift the existing colonised land through a gradual progression of 
occupation - as a means of reclaiming an ‘alternative’ Maori land 
through permanent intentions.

97 [FIG.21.1]
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(Hh,WHETU)

(Warrior)

Location: (Hh,WHETU)
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.22.0Dwg. Title: The Studio: The 

Location for  the Production of  
Actions of Resistance. 

entrance

meeting 
room
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Location: (Hh,Whetu)
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: The Studio for the 
Production of Resistance WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG21.1

21.1 THE STUDIO OF RESISTANCE
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 
(Hh, WHETU) after Exit from Meeting Room

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

The structure adopts the curvature of the wire forms through the curve 
of the roof, allowing light into the space while concealing activities from 
public view. The Space is fragmented into three main areas: research, 
design and workshop. 

Typology at (Hh,WHETU). Three main structures exist within typology characteristics of 
(Hh,Whetu) - three main open areas are interpreted as potential places for habitation. 
Two States are enveloped within wire forms, translated onto the studio design through 
the articulation of the roof structure for the elevation of height. 

(HH,ONO)

(a)
(b)

(c)(d)

(e)

(f)

(a) Reception entrance
(b) Research/Library 
(c) ‘Pub’ 
(d) Lift shaft
(e) Workshop 
(f) Water line
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Location: (Hh,Whetu)
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.21.1Dwg. Title: Location of The 

Studio within Western Time.

(a) Integration of studio within existing walkway 
level
(b) Fabricated steel bracket
(c) Service lift to upper deck of paua farm accessed 
from Studio
(d) Existing walkway
(e) Existing marine pile with fabricated bracket and 
steel UC section connection
(f) Chaffers Marina Breakwater

(a)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(e)

(d)
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21.3 THE STUDIO OF RESISTANCE
A State For the Production of Resistance

pro·duce  
Verb. para-whakawai 98

 
 1. “He Kai Kei Aku Ringa.”99

 

The Warrior extended his hands above his head, skimming the surface of the overhead clouds that at once 
existed both beneath and above him.

In imagining the third time coordinate the Warrior prepared a State for the accumulation of words, derived 
from both Nonfiction and Fiction. This State existed for the Warriors to perceive the past, present and 
future relationships related to the manipulation of Landscape. Warriors collected and categorised words 
adopting methods utilised by the Identities of Reality, placing their findings within virtual worlds.

The Second State was imagined for the development of the collected words within existing vocabularies 
for generating potential words for occupying. The Third State processed the developed sentences into 
constructed paragraphs to occupy the Terrain of Reality.

The suspicions of the Identities of Reality expanded, attempting to define the activities within the Narrated 
structure, however finding only the expansion of Memories.100

100 

REPRESENTING COSMOSCAPES

98 School of arms of the Maori (Best, 1903, p.32). Young 
Maori men were trained by the old Warriors, Ika-a-Whiro, to 
use arms.

99“There is food at the end of my hands” - Maori Whakatauki)
proverb) for an individual who has the ability to produce 
through available resources ( Woodward Ltd , 2009).

The Studio of Resistance

The Studio is located opposite the Meeting Room, accessed 
from a central corridor.  A reception area connects the main 
research area and library where the space continues into an 
area for specialised research and conceptual design. The 
research and workshop are separated by an intermission 
‘bar’ offering refreshments.  The workshop is separated into 
two levels with access by central lift shaft - catering to timber 
and metal welding. Suspended work tables extend the length 
of the workshop allowing large scale projects and communal 
construction. 

The structure lies partially submersed beneath sea level for 
the submersion of gang activities. The west facing glazed wall 
allows light and afternoon sun - while the  orientation provides 
privacy from the suspicion of the public eye. The Gang 
Headquarters confronts the public stage of the wharf with 
full height steel clad walls, concealing gang activist activities 
within the studio. [see FIG31.4]

The primary intentions of the ‘activist’ gang are concealed 
with the ‘business front’ of the commercial paua farm. The 
facility intends to create a sense of unease within the public, 
encouraging suspicion and uncertainty. 

100 FIG.31.4

Location: (Hh,Whetu)
Scale: To Distorted Time 

Dwg. Title: (Facing Image)
The Studio as a cartographic 

point in time 
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG21.3
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22.0 THE BLOCK
Bar and Eatery

kai
Verb. to eat, consume, feed (oneself), partake, devour.

 1. “Women, who were there to cook and be put on the block.” 101

After constructing resistance for endless coordinate zones the Warriors found Their bellies performing a 
collective symphony;  a low rumble echoed within the workroom. The Warrior gave a short cough over the 
public announcement of his hunger indicating that a time to consume had arrived.

The Warrior discovered himself once again hovering within an interlude of uncertainty - he imagined a time 
for the consumption of delicious memories, tossed in the juices of bitter sweet thoughts.

The Warrior narrated a table - a platform for the presentation of irresistible consumables.  He made the 
table extend from the depths of the artificial terrain ascending to the artificial reality. The identities of 
reality were then encouraged to gather in communal feasting.

 

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

101 (Egarr, 2008) 

The Block: Bar and Eatery confronts gang activities associated 
with the rape and ‘blocking’  (consumption of) women, by shifting 
the function of the block into an ‘alternative’ area of consumption. 
Cross programming communal dining and rape associations 
is intended to highlight the disturbing nature of consuming 
‘something’.

The Block: Eatery and Bar functions as the main dining area for 
gang members while an alternative public access from Chaffers 
Marina encourages public/gang communal eating spaces. 
[Fig21.2]

The ‘Block’ is referenced through a continuous communal table, 
extending from below the wharf within the headquarters to a 
‘panoramic room’ at wharf level.

The entrance conceals the dining area and gang members 
encouraging the unsuspecting public into reception. 
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(Ng,WHETU)

(Warrior)

Location: (Ng,WHETU)
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.22.0Dwg. Title: The Block: Bar& 

Eatery with Public access from  
Chaffers Marina Peninsula

entrance

meeting 
room

studio
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Location: (Ng,Whetu)
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: The Block: 
Bar&Eatery WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG21.2

22.1 THE BLOCK: Bar&Eatery
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 
(Ng, WHETU) access from headquarters and external wharf

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Typology at (Ng,WHETU). The structure is bound by two elements in tension between two 
structures for potential habitation. The formation of the bending elements inform the 
Eatery space. Curved steel members intersect at the above meeting point, with steel 
cables extending to connect with the dining area structure.  

(NG,WHETU)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(j) (i)

(a) Dining area beneath wharf: accessed from gang headquarters.
(b) Section cut through end of wharf walkway
(c) Level of wharf and public access level
(d) Public entrance to Eatery
(e) Recycled steel cladding fixed to steel frame
(f) Curved Steel 600UC 25 section
(g) Connection of steel sections through fabricated bracket
(h) Steel cables connecting to fabricated bracket
(i) Communal eating table
(j) Supporting UB extended from wharf
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Location: (Ng,Whetu)
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.21.2Dwg. Title: Location of The 

Block within Western Time.

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) The Block, public entrance
(c) Existing wharf walkway
(d) Chaffers Marina Breakwater

(b)(c)
(d)

(a)
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22.2 THE BLOCK
Bar&Eatery

en·gage  
Verb. Occupy, attract, or involve
 
 1.“ko au ko koe,ko koe ko au”102

The Warriors lined the table extension watching as, the Identities of Reality began to hover at the mystery 
of the above access-way. They had observed the opening of the space for consumption, their curiosity 
leading them into unknown entrances. They entered, expected panoramic views of their pristine seas, 
artificial-scapes framed at the edge of the world, however their expectations were confronted by 
members of un-categorised Identities, hundreds of artificial Warriors pierced with hunger. Hesitant in 
which direction would lead them to potential safety the Realities were instead met with Grins fuelled 
with humour and greeting. The Realities shifted their forms from side to side then found small crevices 
between broad Warriors, doused in the death of animals while other crevices revealed Warriors in jackets 
with full canvas layers between fabric and lining.

Further thoughts of anxiety were soon dispelled with the presentation of one thousand dishes, each a 
recipe for Remembering, served with a side of forgiving. They all ate with great enthusiasm, devouring 
the one thousand dishes, however not without an uncertain look from Reality, exchanged with a gaze of 
certainty from the Warrior, and a grin of great satisfaction wedged between his teeth.103

CONSTRUCTING COSMOSCAPES
Dining with Gang Members

102 “I am you, and you are me”. (Maori Proverb Author 
Unknown)

The Block and Eatery is an area for the collision of multiple 
perspectives - at a certain level the space forces gang and 
society together, to generate and encourage  both positive and 
negative interactions between typically opposing parties. 

103 [FIG.31.5]

Location: (Ng,Whetu)
Scale: To Distorted Time 

Dwg. Title: (Facing Image)
The Block as a Cartographic 

Point in Time 
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG22.2
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23.0 OCCUPYING A
WARRIOR CARTOGRAPHY
oc·cu·py  :             
Verb. Inhabit a space or time

 1. “Space can be considered as an illusion.”00

 

THE WARRIOR SAT ON THE EDGE OF THE FINAL 
COORDINATE KNOWING THAT HIS ORBIT WOULD 
SOON BRING HIM IN COLLISION WITH THE BEGINNING 
OF HIS NAVIGATION. HE GLANCED INTO THE DEPTHS 
FULL OF MEMORIES, RAISED HIMSELF AND STEPPED 
ONTO THE ONCOMING COORDINATE, PREPARING 
THE CONTINUATION OF CONSTRUCTING FICTIONAL 
FAMILIARITY.  

REPRESENTATIONAL IMAGES 
OF TIME

00 (Mckay & Walmsley, 2003, p.89)

The following images propose a method for representing 
Maori architectural typologies within the distortion of 
Maori time frameworks. The typologies are reconstructed 
within ‘imagined’ time zones, for imagining ‘space’ as a 
suspended object within time. ‘Arriving’ at the ‘planet’ 
state the observer is presented with an exaggeration 
of the ‘object’ in relation to time: objects diminish into 
the distance - the ‘past/future’ existing within another 
time coordinate. The land becomes more immediate, 
condensed into a continuity of time, an undefined orbit 
of a state.
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Location: Intermission
Scale: to nearest dairy
Note: Images designed in 
Adobe illustrator, rendered in 
Adobe photoshop 

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.0                 Dwg. Title: Artificial Warriors 
on  Intermission(Smoko) after 

Construction of the Warrior 
Topography
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ENTERING A 
STATE OF 

 RECOGNITION

CONNECTIONS TO 
STRUCTURES OF 

REALITY

Location: Coordinate 
(Hh,Tahi)
Scale: Within Continual Time 

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.1                 Dwg. Title: Entance
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PREPARING FOR 
THE CROSSING 
OF UNCERTAIN 

STATES

Location:  (Hh,Waru)
Scale: Within Continual Time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.2                 Dwg. Title: Underground 

passage to states of resistance

OCCUPYING
STATES BETWEEN 

CONSTRUCTED 
REALITIES
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ARRIVAL AT STATES 
OF RESISTANCE

ROOM OF SHIFTING 
PERSPECTIVES

Location: (Hh,Ono)
Scale: Within Continual Time WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.3                 Dwg. Title: Platforms for 

Highlighted Voices
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STATE FOR 
RECOLLECTING THE 
ABILITY TO OCCUPY

ALTERNATIVE 
REALITIES

‘THE PUB’ STATE FOR THE 
CONSTRUCTION 
OF RESISTANCE

Location: Coordinate (Ngng, 
Whetu)
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.4                 Dwg. Title: Studio for the 
Construction Resistance
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SHIFTING 
CONSUMPTION 

BETWEEN 
UNDERWORLDS

OCCUPYING 
ARTIFICIAL 

PANORAMAS

Location: Coordinate 
(Ngng,Whetu)
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.5                 Dwg. Title:  The Block: 
Bar&Eatery; Consumption of 

Memories
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EXPOSING LEVELS 
OF RESISTANCE 

WITHIN RESISTED 
STATES

PERSPECTIVES 
OF STATE FROM 
IDENTITIES OF 

REALITY

Location: Coordinates along 
Whetu and Waru
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.6Dwg. Title: External View of 
Warrior Headquarters within 

Wharf Realities 
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FORMING 
NARRATIVES: 

FERTILISATION 
TANK

CONTEXT 
RENEWAL: 

EGG 
WASHING

Location: Coordinates along 
Waru and Whetu
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.6                 Dwg. Title: Paua Farm 
Facility:  The  Production of 

Memories
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INSURING THE 
SURVIVAL OF 
MEMORIES:

CREEPING LARVAE 
TANK

STATES OF REST:
LARVAE HOLDING 

TANK

Location: Coordinates of 
Whetu/Waru
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.61                 Dwg. Title: Paua Farm 
Facility: Illustrating individual 

stages   
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TRANSFERRING 
THE GROWTH OF 

MEMORIES: JUVENILE 
PAUA

RELEASE OF 
MEMORIES;

MAIN PAUA DIVE 
TANK 

Location: Coordinates of 
Whetu/Waru
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.62                 Dwg. Title: Paua Farm: 
Illustrating Individual Stages
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COLLECTION OF 
HIDDEN MEMORIES

SYSTEMS FOR 
TRANSFERRING 

MEMORIES

Location: Transferring 
memories along Waru
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.63                 Dwg. Title: Paua Farm 
Facility: Illustrating individual 

stages   
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CONTINUATION 
OF MEMORY 

TRANSFERRAL

ARRIVING
AT THE POINT OF 

MEMORY RELEASE:
PAUA EXPORT 

Location: Coordinates of 
Whetu/Waru
Scale: Within Continual Time

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.23.64                 Dwg. Title: Paua Farm: 
Illustrating Individual Stages
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Location: Intermission
Scale: to nearest dairy WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.24.0                 Dwg. Title: Artificial Warriors 

on  Intermission(Smoko) after  
Occupying
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24.0 THE PAUA FARM: STAGE ONE
The Production of Memories : Drying

ren·ais·sance  
Noun. revival
 

“Witnesses spoke of former habitations as their homes, as though they were occupied now. . . . No 
matter where people live today, the old sites are still their ‘homes,‘ and the river that once sustained 
them physically still provides for spiritual needs.” 104

While performing the act of consumption, The Warrior was caught in the trance of the exterior panorama; 
the infinite oceanic expanse held by a suspended mass of floating debris. The scene reminded The Warrior 
of the Memories he intended to reproduce through the stages of memory re-collection. He contemplated 
the formulation of these structures within the Land of Reality.

He finished his one hundred dishes, quietly leaving the accumulation of abbreviations collecting as a thick 
cloud above the remaining Warriors at the eating table and ventured into the next time coordinate.

The Warrior placed his hand into the Oceanic expanse recalling the previously determined typology for the 
cycle of the Memory. He saw Identities of Reality inhabiting elevated clouds within openings of the floating 
boulders, he saw that most of these clouds were uninhabited - deflated; he saw in all obviousness the 
Artificial Landscape appeared under-utilised by the Identities of Reality.  

Looking down at his hands the Warrior saw two Memories, each a different polarity, swivel on their feet. 
The Warrior placed them in a vessel to begin the act of Imagining. 

FORMING COSMOSCAPES 

104 (Canfield,2011,p.3) Tribunal of Whanganui elders’ 
testimonials given as oral history as part of the struggle 
for Whanganui river.

Stage 1: Drying

After the design of the Gang Headquarters the ‘business 
front’ is established for the revival of Maori cyclic 
landscapes of production. The Paua farm is integrated 
within the existing site using previously determined 
typologies of the Maori Cartography: resulting in 
generating the Cyclic  Timescale of Memories : (The 
cyclic typology for the life cycle of paua).The first stage 
follows the release of paua egg/sperm.[FIG.24.0]

Location: Chaffers Marina 
Breakwater
Scale: Existing Context

Dwg. Title: Original Linear 
Time Scale of Paua  life cycle 

to be integrated within the site 
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG24.0
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(Ee,WARU-WHETU)

(Warrior) Location: Stage 1 paua 
typology at (Ee,WARU) to 
(Ee,WARU)
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.24.01Dwg. Title: 
Stage 1: Fertilisation

The Production of Memories

entrance

meeting 
room

studio

the
block
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Location: Movement along 
(Ee) axis from (Waru) 
down to (Whetu)
Scale: NTS 

Dwg. Title: Stage 1: 
Ventilating the Memory WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG24.1

24.1 STAGE ONE : DRYING
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

The structure integrates the transfer channel within the main typology. The 
first stage required an enclosed area with suitable ventilation for the adult 
paua to dry.

Stage one Paua typology. Eight adult paua are selected from the main tank within the 
main breakwater. The paua are placed on a covered conveyor belt to dry over an hour at 
a speed of  10 metres per hour (mph). The original typology illustrates the geometry of 
the holding tank.  

DRYING

(a)
(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(a) Existing Breakwater with integrated typology con-
nected betten fabricated fender
(b) Steel grate floor with perimeter gutter for adequate 
drainage
(c) Installed conveyor belt
(d) Covered transfer station
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Location: (Ee,Waru -Whetu)
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.24.1Dwg. Title: Location of 

Stage 1:Drying within Western 
Time

(a) Transfer station integrated within Chaffers 
Marina Berth
(b) Chaffers Marina Berth
(c) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(d) Clyde Quay Development

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)
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24.2 STAGE ONE: Drying 

Location: Movement 
along (Ee) axis from 
(Waru) down to 
(Whetu)
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 1 Details:
Drying of Adult Paua WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG24.2

(1) Detail Stage One: Curved steel beam showing threaded steel marine cables through internal rods, 
demonstrating the internal mechanisms for steel structure/cable relationships and the continuity of design 
techtonics for pulling paua crates via marine cables. (a.) 200 UB 25  (b.) 16mm 7x19 Stainless steel marine 
grade cable.
(2) Paua arrive at Stage 2 for washing in UV treated seawater and transferred into separate male and female 
tanks. (c.) Conveyor belt. (d.) Male tank with removable crate for transferring to next stage. (e) Female paua 
tank. Each tank is filtered with separate seawater i.e avoiding the mixing of shared environments (the sexes are 
not mixed at this stage). (3) Steel rods allow ventilation through the structure while raised barriers prevent 
external unfiltered seawater from entering the structure    

(1)

(2)

(3)

a.

c.

d.
e.

b.
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Location: (Ee,Waru)-
(Ee,Whetu) 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.24.3Dwg. Title:  Interior of Paua 
Stage one.
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25.0 STAGE TWO : Egg/Sperm Release Tanks

The Warrior moved to the second phase of memory recollection. 
He witnessed the release of one million possible thought 
processes. He made a vessel to capture the possibility of these 
thoughts, attaching the vessel to one  hundred tiny threads 
made of an artificial substance used for pulling two unwilling  
entities together, for pulling planets out of the great expanse 
for tying down clouds brimming with thunder. Letting the vessel 
shift through time, the Warrior watched for an approximate half 
time zone, the beginning of remembering.

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

The second stage of paua production integrates a 
moving structure for collecting the emission of paua egg 
and sperm. The separate male and female crates are 
manually transferred from the UV rinsing tank, lowered 
into separate crates within the same filtered seawater 
tank. Steel marine grade cables are connected to an 
overhead track within the internal structure. The crates 
slide within the tank  by track and wheel. [FIG25.2] 
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(Ee,WHETU ) - (Ngng, WHETU)

(Warrior) Location: Stage 2 paua 
typology at (Ee,Whetu) to 
(Ngng,Whetu)
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.25.0Dwg. Title: Stage 2 Location 
within Western Linear Time 

Construct

entrance

meeting 
room

studio

the
block

01
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Location: Movement along 
(Ee) axis from (Waru) 
down to (Whetu)
Scale: NTS 

Dwg. Title: Stage 2: 
Extracting Thoughts WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG25.1

25.1 STAGE TWO : EGG/SPERM 
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stage Two paua typology. The paua are transferred to an adjacent UV irradiated 
seawater tank after cleaning in UV filtered seawater. The tank is covered to imitate 
night conditions and encourage egg and sperm release. The crates are pulled at a  
rate of 30.5 m/hr for 1 hour. The crate is exposed every 7.6 m (every 15 minutes) for 
monitoring emission densities. 

Stage Two typologies focus on the inspection of densities every 15 minutes. The diagram 
illustrates a tank rotating on an axis, pausing at a point for inspection.   

EGG/SPERM
(a)

(c)
(b)

(d)

(a) Lift access to upper deck from Stage 3:Fertilisation 
(b) Access deck to Egg/Sperm release tank
(c) Access point for monitoring egg/sperm emissions
(d) Chaffers Marina berth
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Location: (Ee,Whetu) 
(Ngng,Whetu)
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.25.1Dwg. Title: Stage 2:
Egg/Sperm Release within 

Context

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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25.2 STAGE TWO: Egg/Sperm Release 

Location: Movement 
along (Ee) axis from 
(Waru) to (Whetu)
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 2 Details:
Egg/Sperm Release WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG25.2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1) Detail Stage Two : Section detail demonstrating paua crates within concrete tank fixed to custom designed 
rubber fenders between tank structure and breakwater for movement allowances. Crates are removable with 
track and grooved wheel. Water is filtered beneath the main tank. (a.) Inflatable rubber fender  (b.) 600mm x 
1000mm holding plastic crate. (c) Prestressed polystyrene concrete - main body of tank. 
(2) Access (lift) up to main deck for monitoring emission densities. 
(3) Observation stations: (at every 7.6m) opened manually from both access points.    

a.

c.

b.
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Location: Movement 
Along Whetu
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.25.3Dwg. Title: Stage Two :
 Egg/Sperm Release
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26.0 STAGE THREE:
FORMING NARRATIVES: 
Fertilisation

The Warrior moved closer to the  accumulation of thoughts, 
observing 1000 thoughts merging together to form the possibility 
of 500 narratives.

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

An hour after sperm/egg release the emission is transferred to 
the third stage of fertilisation.[FIG.26.0] The crate is slowly 
lowered vertically on track and pulley at a  rate of 24 m/hr to 
the fourth stage below the main holding tanks.[FIG.26.2] The 
sperm and eggs are  gently stirred within the lowered crate. 
Fertilised eggs will sink to the bottom of the crate at a rate of 
20 mm/sec.  
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 (Whwh,WHETU)

(Warrior) Location: Stage 3 paua 
typology at (Whwh,Whetu) 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.26.0Dwg. Title: Stage 3 Location 
within Western Linear Time 
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Location: Vertical descent 
on WhWh 
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 3: Forming 
Narratives WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG26.1

26.1 STAGE THREE: 
FERTILISATION
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stage three Paua typology. The sperm/egg crates reach a point of rest where 
the crates are lowered to ‘ground/below sea’ level by mechanical track. The 
crate is lowered to the fourth tank for monitoring the density of fertilised eggs.   

Stage Three typology focuses on the point of rest - where egg/sperm emission requires 
gentle stirring to encourage fertilisation. The verticality of the typology is translated 
within the structure. 

FERTILISATION
(b)

(a)

(c)

(a) Descending tank to Stage 3: Fertilisation tank/room.
(b) Concrete berth.
(c) Glass automatic doors into adjacent space for lift ac-
cess upper deck .
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Location: (Whwh,Whetu) 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.26.1Dwg. Title: 

Stage 3: Fertilisation 
within Context

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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26.2 STAGE THREE: Fertilisation 

Location: Descending 
fertilisation crate
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 3 Details: 
Fertilisation WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG26.2

(1)

(2)

(1) Xylem low speed mixer with double curved propellor for mixing egg/sperm 
(2) Detail Stage Three: Section diagram of crate descending to Stage 4 during fertilisation process. Crate locks 
into vertical track. (a.) Crate at end of stage two along horizontal track (b.) crate locking into vertical position 
(c) Crate at Stage 4.

a.

c.

b.
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Location: Descending Whwh 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.26.3Dwg. Title: Stage Three:   

Forming Narratives
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27.0 STAGE FOUR : 
CONTEXT RENEWAL
Egg Washing

The Narratives required a process  of continual renewal through 
a constantly renewed context. The Warrior extended the context 
into an uncertain distance, allowing the completion of a stable 
memory.  

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

The fertilised eggs are ‘washed’ by removing the upper 
seawater layer through suction/tilting the tank to remove 
‘abnormal’ eggs. [FIG27.2] This water is replaced with freshly 
filtered seawater. This process is continued 5 - 6 sessions 
before the eggs hatch (approx. 3 hours). The eggs are released 
into a shallow tank (500mm) lined with PVC membrane. The 
membrane is connected to cables moving along the length of 
the tank at a speed of 11.8 mph, raising the membrane and 
replacing the upper water volume every half hour (5.9 metres). 
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 (Ngng ,WHETU)

(Warrior)

Location: Stage 4 paua 
typology at (Ngng,Whetu) 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.27.0Dwg. Title: Stage 4 Location 
within Western linear time 
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Location: Movement along  
Whwh
 Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 4 Details: 
Continual Renewal of 

Thoughts
WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG27.1

27.1 STAGE FOUR: EGG WASHING
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stage Four Paua typology. Fertilised eggs are released into the egg 
washing tank where sea water is replaced by tilting the top layer of water 
off the membrane surface into filter grates at either side of the tank. This 
action is translated from the original typology and timescale animation.  

Stage Four typology integrates the raising of the tank cables every half hour for the 
renewal of seawater.

EGG WASHING
(a)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a) Connection of membrane to steel section
(b) Connection to cable mechanism within 
internal steel section
(c) Glass autonmatic doors into adjacent 
space for lift access upper deck .
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Location: (Ngng,Whetu) 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.27.1Dwg. Title: Stage 4: Egg 

Washing Context

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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27.2 STAGE 4: Egg Washing 

Location: Egg 
Washing Tank Water 
Filtration System
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Details of Stage 
4:Egg Washing WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG27.2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1) 500 UB 25 Steel beam with custom internal track; detail showing internal track for shifting the 
membrane  rising point along the centre line of the tank. (a) 600UB25 Steel section. (b) internal track. 
(c) Connection to membrane .
(2) Detail Stage Four: Section through tank showing membrane connection to water filter channels. 
the membrane connects at the top of the internal tank. Showing membrane at rest. (d.) Connection to 
pulling cables (e.) Filter channel (f). PVC membrane.
(3) Section detail with raised membrane and water drainage.

d.f.

e.

a.

b.

c.
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Location: Context Renewal 
along Whwh 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.27.3Dwg. Title: Stage Four :   
Context Renewal
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28.0 STAGE 5 : THE SURVIVAL
OF MEMORIES:
Free Swimming Larvae

The narratives reached a stage where they resumed  stability 
within their shifting context. As the narratives slowly evolved 
into memories they arrived at a vital stage of survival; with 
being remembered.  The sensitivity of being forgotten became 
a significant factor in preventing the young memory from 
diminishing into amnesia.

  

Forming Cosmoscapes

The hatched eggs become free swimming larvae requiring close 
monitoring of water conditions for optimum larvae survival : 
temperatures of 20 degrees with constant water changes. The 
larvae are transferred to crates contained within an enclosed 
tank. [FIG.28.2]   The crates run along track and wheel with 
the assistance of a pulley system and cable mechanisms. The 
crates travel perpendicular to the initial breakwater to connect 
with Stage 6 at a rate of 5.5 m/hr for a period of 10 days. Water 
volumes are changed every 3.3 m.  
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(Ngng ,WHETU) 
- (Ono,WHETU)

(Warrior)

Location: Stage 5 paua 
typology at (Ngng,Whetu) 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.28.0Dwg. Title: Stage 5: Location 
within Western Linear
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Location: Movement along  
Ngng
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 5: Free 
Swimming Larvae WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG28.1

28.1 STAGE FIVE: 
FREE SWIMMING LARVAE
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stage Five Paua typology. Larvae transferred within crates along internal 
track, connected to cables extending form Stage Six. During this period of 
4-10 days the larvae evolve to creeping larvae. The structure’s movements 
(2.2 metres p/h) are barely noticeable in comparison to the speed of 
adjacent Stages.  

Stage Five typology follows Stage Four characteristics 
with focus on the renewal of large volumes of water, 
to be changed every 6 hours (3.3m). The extension 
of lines connected to an element of resistance is 
translated into the structure. 

FREE SWIMMING 
LARVAE

(b)

(a)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(e)

(a) Transfer point :arriving at Stage 6
(b) Mechanical watchtower
(c) Connection to internal mechanical track within curved 
steel section
(d) Steel clad covered tank
(e) Concrete Breakwater 
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Location: (Ngng - Ono,Whetu ) 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.28.1Dwg. Title: Location of 

Stage 5 within Western Time 
Construct

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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28.2 STAGE FIVE: Free Swimming Larvae 

Location: Along axis 
Ngng 
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 5 Details:
Free Swimming Larvae WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG28.2

(1)

(2)

a.

b.

c.

b.

(1) Detail Stage Five: Covered tank (5000L) for free swimming larvae. Crates are separated into two 
compartments with hinge lid for constant monitoring. Crates run along internal track. Upper track runs along 
the top of the covered surface inset with track grooves. (a) Connecting pulling cable. (b) hinged opening to tank 
(c). Internal tank divider.
(2) Detail of upper track and wheel for crate transfer.
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Location: Survival along 
Ngng
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.28.3                 Dwg. Title: Stage Five :   
Memory Survival
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29.0 STAGE SIX: CONNECTING 
THOUGHT NETWORKS
Creeping Stage

As stability within context was further established the young 
memories extended the suggestion of narrative foundations, 
establishing connections between context and remembering.

  

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

The growth of the foot and tentacles occurs within the first 
four days, where the larvae search for a suitable surface to 
attach. This is referred to as the ‘creeping stage’. The larvae 
are transferred into smaller 500L tanks with rearing boards 
as a suitable surface for the larvae to attach. [FIG.29.2] This 
process occurs within the first 10 - 20 days. 
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(Ngng ,ONO) - (Ppa,ONO)

(Warrior)
Location: Stage 6 paua 
typology at (Ono) 
Scale: NTS
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Location: Rotation 
Along Ono
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 6 Details:
Creeping Larvae WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG29.1

29.1 STAGE SIX: 
CREEPING LARVAE
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE 

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stage Six Paua typology. Free swimming larvae experience metamorphic 
transformations during the first 10 - 20 days after hatching. The larvae require 
suitable feeding surfaces for attachment after the growth of the paua foot. The 
larvae are transferred to rotating crates within a single large tank beneath the 
concrete berth. The crates move beneath the berth for 270 degrees to then connect 
to the next axis of rotation for another 270 degrees, slowly rotating towards Stage 
7. The crates are exposed at the time of change-over, for monitoring and water 
change.   

Stage six allows multiple crates to be operating at once, the structure adopts the 
curvature of the typologies with the challenge of connecting individual tanks for the 
transfer of paua crates within the tank system. 

CREEPING 
LARVAE

(a)

(d) (c)
(b)

(e)

(a) Initial larvae tank: inserted beneath concrete berth.
(b) Watchtower access
(c) Cable channels for transferring connected tanks below 
tanks
(d) Concrete berth deck
(e) Opening within concrete berth at stages for monitoring 
tanks.
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Location: Along axis Ono 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.29.1Dwg. Title: Location of Stage 

6: creeping larvae

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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29.2 STAGE SIX: Creeping Larvae

Location: Along 
axis Ngng 
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage Six Details:
Creeping  Larvae WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG29.2

(2)

(1)

(3)

(1) Detail Stage Six: Detail illustrating connection and track movement of crates beneath concrete berth. (a) 
Connection bracket for track and wheel on upper surface of concrete berth. (b) Concrete surface. (c) Internal 
channel for cable within berth. (d) Connection to crate.   
(2) Holding crates within tanks with rearing boards coated in microorganisms at 50mm provide suitable feeding 
ground for the larvae.
(3) Watchtower adopts traditional defensive Pa Maori systems while functioning as main mechanical towers

a.

a.b.

c.

d.
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Location: Connections 
along Ono 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.29.3                 Dwg. Title: Stage Six: 
Connection of  Thought 

Networks
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30.0 STAGE SEVEN/EIGHT: 
JUVENILE REARING
CONNECTING THOUGHT NETWORKS

The narratives were left to contemplate the growth of their 
definitions. They began to produce thought networks which 
coagulated into compounds of disturbing material. These 
compounds required dissipation by absorbent clauses.     

  

FORMING COSMOSCAPES 

Paua larvae grow to 8 times their original mass during the 
first 10 days with an increase in waste producing high levels 
of ammonia and carbon dioxide. Larvae thinning is carried 
out where half of the rearing boards are removed and replaced 
with new ones. The removed boards are added to a new 
tank with fresh boards, regulating larvae densities. Food is 
provided every 5- 10 days: these include Laminaria, Undaria 
and Ulva. Seaweed is farmed within the paua tank, regulating 
C02 emissions. Cleaning of net cages and seawater is 
undertaken every 6-7 days.  The juvenile grow out tank extends 
perpendicular from Stage 6, completing the cyclic transferral 
of the paua crates to the main adult grow out tank, operating 
within the main breakwater. [FIG.30.2] The transferral of the 
crates takes approximately 6-8 months travelling at a speed 
of 0.02m/hr. This movement is intended to go unnoticed in 
comparison with adjacent stages.
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Location: Transferral 
along Ee 
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 7/8: 
Juvenile rearing WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG30.1

30.1 STAGE SEVEN & EIGHT: 
JUVENILE REARING
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stages Seven and Eight are collapsed to form a single structure. Rearing boards 
are thinned through manual transferral after the arrival from Stage 6; boards are 
placed and monitored within a holding tank in preparation for juvenile transferral. 
The tank allows the recirculation of seawater connected to an adjacent seaweed 
harvest station, encouraging the absorption of paua waste material, while providing 
the paua with a natural food source. Crates are aligned within the transferral tank 
and connected to the cable system. 

Stage 6/7 requires the extension of a continuous tank for allowing 6-8 months of  juvenile 
paua growth. The structure adopts the elongated form of the typology with simple cable 
and track system. 

JUVENILE 
REARING

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a) Steel framed mechanical structure for transferring 
Larvae crates to holding tanks.
(b) Holding tank.
(c) Access to mechanical cable system for maintenance 
(d) Main body of tank
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Location: Along axis Ee 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.30.1Dwg. Title: Location of Stage 

7/8: Juvenile rearing

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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c.

30.2 STAGE 7/8: Rearing Larvae

Location: Along axis 
Ee
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Details of Stage 
7/8:Juvenile Rearing WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG30.2

(2)

(1)

(3)

(1) Detail Stage Seven/Eight: Transverse sectional detail through juvenile rearing tank with central seaweed 
(Ulva) raceway tank. Both paua and seaweed species inhabit a re-circulated seawater tank as a multi-trophic 
system for natural filtration of CO2 emissions. (a) Juvenile crate (b) Ulva Raceway (c) Prestressed polystyrene 
concrete tank  with resin waterproof coating.   
(2) Seaweed harvesting adjacent to Juvenile crates (d) harvested Ulva seaweed on rope lines.
(3) Pre-transfer holding tank - crates and rearing boards are lowered into the tank for an intensive feeding 
period with diatom fluid (micro-seaweed). 

a.

a. b.

c.

c.

d.

b.a.
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Location: Moving along Ee
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.30.3                 Dwg. Title: Stage Seven/Eight:

 Connection of  Thought 
Networks
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31.0 STAGE 9: REMEMBERING 
Main Grow-out Tanks

After a period of meditative contemplation the narratives began 
the metamorphic stage of remembering. These moments settled 
themselves between artificial structures, knowing that in the 
formation of their existence they would soon be remembered.  
The warriors searched for these hidden memories between 
crevices of artificial mechanisms, finding themselves stumbling 
from a state of amnesia as they re-discovered the delicacy of 
remembering.     

  

FORMING COSMOSCAPES

The main grow out tank is located within the main breakwater 
at the edge of Chaffers Marina Wharf.[FIG31.1] Juvenile paua 
are released into the main tank after a period of 6-8 months, 
allowed to re-settle on surfaces of artificial boulders. Juvenile 
paua reach adult/commercial size at 125 mm after 2 years. 
The 10000 mm deep tank is enclosed beneath the breakwater 
functioning as an artificial paua environment with underwater 
rock formations translated from initial typologies; a site for 
paua ‘colonisation’. The above surface of the tank remains 
divided by the breakwater sections for paua collection points.
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(Ee ,WARU) - (Hh,WARU)

(Warrior)
Location: Stage 9 paua 
typology at (Ee,Waru) - 
(Hh,Waru) 
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.31.0Dwg. Title: Stage 9: Location 
within Western Linear Time 

Construct

entrance

meeting 
room

studio

the
block

01

02

03

04

05

06

07/08
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Location: Transferral 
Along axis Waru
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 9: Creeping 
Larvae WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG31.1

31.1 STAGE NINE: 
MAIN GROW-OUT TANKS
INTEGRATING TYPOLOGY OF COORDINATE

TYPOLOGY TO STRUCTURE TRANSLATION

Stage Nine structures integrate generated typologies at the corresponding 
coordinates  within the existing context of the site. The breakwater sections 
remain as individual dive access arenas down to the main body of the tank. 
Between each arena is a collection platform for divers  to off-load their paua 
into sizing/monitoring/shifting crates. The crates can be lowered within the 
tank allowing collection underwater . Crates are then lifted through pulley 
system and suitable paua are placed within the transfer tank. 

The end structures of the typology for stage nine are integrated within the collection 
platforms for each arena. The faceted forms act as a beacon within the new typography.

ADULT GROW
 OUT

(b)

(f)

(e)

(d)

(c)

(a)

(a) Fabricated bracket with internal 
cable mechanical system
(b) Main pool
(c) Diver platform
(d) Crate for collected paua
(e) Adjacent diver platform
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Location: Along axis Waru 
Scale: NTS WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.31.1Dwg. Title: Location of 

Stage 9: Within Western Time 
Constructs

(a) Clyde Quay Development
(b) Chaffers Marina Breakwater
(c)  Structure within berth

(a)

(b)

(c)
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31.2 STAGE NINE: MAIN GROW OUT TANK

Location: Along 
Axis Waru
Scale: NTS

Dwg. Title: Stage 9 Details:
Adult Paua Grow-out Tank WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG31.2

(3)

(1)

(2)

(1)/(2) Detail Stage Nine: Section through breakwater: underwater tank/artificial structures and paua diver 
(3) Transfer system for export tanks which travel the distance of the breakwater to the edge of Chaffers Marina 
Wharf. 
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Location: Transferring 
Memories Along Waru
Scale: NTS

WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.31.3                 Dwg. Title: Stage Nine:   
Remembering
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Location: Intermission
Scale: to nearest dairy WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.31.0                 Dwg. Title: Artificial Warriors 

on  Intermission (Smoko) after 
Construction of Memories
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32.0 RETURNING
RE-OCCUPYING THE NARRATIVE WARRIOR TOPOGRAPHY

[re] oc•cu•pying :             
Verb. [re]Inhabiting a space or time

Contemporary Maori have been predefined through Western classification as fossilised artefact/
or socio-economic stereotype, resulting in an uncertain projection of Maori culture. 

This research has confronted the uncertain position of contemporary Maori identity within 
colonised space/time. The re-construction of a Maori architectural framework expects to dissipate 
indigenous disorientation. An alternative Maori Topography has been generated to regain place 
and identity within an unrecognisable, colonised New Zealand urban landscape. Re-aligning Maori 
identity through traditional landscape narratives establishes a foundation for the decolonisation 
of stereotypes. 

The New Zealand urbanscape has been translated through a narrative process to politicise Maori 
perceptions of Western space. These indigenous narrative methodologies allow for figurative 
occupation of colonised terrain to recognise a new representation of place for further literal 
occupation of Western space. The imperative of space/time definitions for Maori autonomy is 
demanded by Awatere, where Maori:

 “... are in a position of having to create a new world for [their] descendants. Of 
 re-ordering“reality” as it is under Pakeha to a new order of reality rooted in time  
 not space.”(Awatere,1984, p.106)

To this end Western reality is re-ordered through a narrative framework defined through the 
Warrior narrator to construct an imagined reality. The Warrior is utilised as an architectural tool 
for re-occupying Maori land identities; through a series of experiments that determine Maori space/
time. Reality is defined through Maori perceptions of time/distance/distortion in comparison and 
relation to Western perceptions of time/space. This ‘time’ is intended as indefinable from Western 
perceptions as to diminish attempts at re-categorising Maori. The resulting topography is an 
autonomous ‘dimension’ for Maori comprehension and occupation. 
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32.0 RETURNING cont.

Physical occupation requires the colonised environment to be perceived as a direct extension 
from the origins of Maori land. Maori are able to reclaim their connection with urban New Zealand 
through applying narrative lineages; allowing an indigenous legitimacy for claiming components 
from  the built environment as derivations from the natural state of the land. 

The Warrior is an architectural tool offering an alternative approach paralleled to conventional 
architecture; an ‘interpreter’ for the translation of the built environment. While this translation 
is achieved within the research further enquiry for the plausibility of Maori re-occupation within 
contested land is necessary. 

The process re-collects fragmented landscapes, redefining individual segments as micro 
narratives to gradually reorganise a continual indigenous topography. Constructing active 
resistance by strategically applying a constant re-narration of form, materiality and functionality, 
Maori Architecture is re-activated as a personification of the mutated landscape who passively 
confronts and resists as an architectural terrain.

Scale: To further strategies of 
occupation WARRIOR&ASSOCIATES FIG.32.0                 Dwg. Title: Returning
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www.captcook-ne.co.uk/ccne/exhibits/C2055-03/

Fishing structures 

Creator unknown: [between circa 1900s and 1920s] Photograph of men with 
fishing net.(Photograph) Retrieved May 24 2013 from http://mp.natlib.govt.
nz/detail/?id=43460&l=mi

Defensive systems

Ogle, Nigel. (Sculptor). (Date Unknown). Model Maori Pa at the Tawhiti 
Museum, Hawera.(Photograph) Retrieved May 24 2013 from http://arteis.
wordpress.com/category/general/terrain/

FIG.00.0

FIG.2.0

FIG.3.0
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Defensive Typologies

Heaphy, Charles 1820-1881. Ruapekapeka. Kawiti’s Pa near the Bay of 
Islands, 1846. Retrieved May 24 2013 from: http://mp.natlib.govt.nz/
detail/?id=6307&l=en

Underground Passages

Heaphy, Charles. 1820-1881. Detail: Ruapekapeka. Kawiti’s Pa near the 
Bay of Islands, 1846. Retrieved May 24 2013 from: http://mp.natlib.govt.
nz/detail/?id=6307&l=en

Maori Housing

Photograph of `Poorest housing’. New Zealand Labour Party : Papers. 
Ref: MS-Papers-0270-027-02. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, 
New Zealand. Retrieved on May 25 2013 from : http://natlib.govt.nz/
records/22787851.

Maori Housing

Photograph of ‘Average Maori home’. New Zealand Labour Party : Papers. 
Ref: MS-Papers-0270-027-01. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, 
New Zealand. Retrieved on May 25 2013 from : http://natlib.govt.nz/
records/23078531

FIG.3.0

FIG.3.1

FIG.5.0

FIG.5.1
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Gang typologies: colour

[Unknown author]. 2010. A police vest remains on the deck at the back of 
a house, as police work to remove a section of fence near a Mongrel Mob 
clubroom. [Photograph]. Retrieved on May 24 2013 from http://www.odt.
co.nz/news/galleries/gallery/general/103020/police-seize-mongrel-mob-
gang-headquarters

Gang typologies: defensive fence systems

[Unknown author]. 2010. Police demolish a section of fence from the 
former Mongrel Mob Aotearoa headquarters.[Photograph]. Retrieved from 
http://www.odt.co.nz/news/galleries/gallery/general/103020/police-seize-
mongrel-mob-gang-headquarters

Gang typologies: colour
[Unknown author]. 2010. The well-equipped clubroom, with various 
Mongrel Mob insignia emblazoned on the wall.[Photograph].Retrieved 
from http://www.odt.co.nz/news/galleries/gallery/general/103020/police-
seize-mongrel-mob-gang-headquarters

Gang typologies: defensive systems

[Unknown author]. (2010). Police demolish another section of fence from 
the former Mongrel Mob Aotearoa headquarters.[Photograph]. Retrieved 
from http://www.odt.co.nz/news/galleries/gallery/general/103020/police-
seize-mongrel-mob-gang-headquarters

FIG.6.1

FIG.6.11

FIG.6.12

FIG.6.13
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Gang typologies: colour

Simpson, Richard. (Photographer). 2011. [Untitled photograph of Black 
Power Headquarter on Jolson Road] Retrieved May 24, 2013, from: http://
www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/5278766/Black-Power-members-
interviewed-after-assault

Gang typologies: materiality

Robertson,Richard. (Photographer). 2003. [Untitled photograph of An 
Armed Offenders Squad officer guards the outside of the Wairoa Mongrel 
Mob headquarters] Retrieved May 24, 2013, from: http://www.teara.govt.
nz/en/photograph/28263/wairoa-mongrel-mob-headquarters

Gang typologies: entrance

[Untitled Photograph of armed police outside Hell’s Angels headquarters 
in Aramoho]. (2006). Retrieved May 20 2013 from: http://www.
wanganuichronicle.co.nz/news/angels-given-hell-as-crackdown-on-gangs-
continues/958008/

Gang typologies: defensive sysytems

[Untitled photograph of Black Power members behind Black Power 
Headquarters. 2008. Retrieved May 24 2013 from: http://www.stuff.co.nz/
the-press/christchurch-life/336193/Our-underbelly

FIG.6.14

FIG.6.15

FIG.6.16

FIG.6.17
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Gang typologies: defensive systems 

Co-existing with Non-human animals.(2012).[Untitled Photograph of Road 
Knights gang headquarters in Appleby]. Retrieved April 20 May 2013 from: 
http://www.coexisting.co.nz/2012/08/green-party-newsletter-delivery-run.
html

Gang typologies: entrance

Co-existing with Non-human animals.(2012).[Untitled Photograph of 
restored door at Road Knights gang headquarters in Appleby]. Retrieved 
April 20 May 2013 from: http://www.coexisting.co.nz/2012/08/green-
party-newsletter-delivery-run.html

Note the DIY door buzzer system.

Gang typologies: entrance

Drought,Wayne.(photographer).(2010) Police at the scene of the raid at the 
Auckland headquarters of the Hells Angels gang, Auckland.[Photograph]. 
Retrieved April 20 May 2013 from: http://www.odt.co.nz/139992/seven-
due-court-after-drugs-raids

A more advanced entranceway. 

FIG.6.18

FIG.6.19

FIG.6.2

FIG.6.21

Gang typologies: materiality

[Untitled Photograph The Filthy Few gang’s headquarters in Judea ]. (2011). 
Retrieved May 20 2013 from: http://www.bayofplentytimes.co.nz/news/
outrage-at-gangs-sentence-few/1096287/
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Maori Movements through architecture: niu

[Untitled photograph A drawing of a niu pole at Te Putahi, from the pages 
of a notebook which recorded the teachings of Te Ua.] Date Unknown. 
Retrieved May 24 2013 from: http://www.dhushara.com/book/tane/binn/
binney.htm#anchor351958

Maori Movements through architecture 

Burton Brothers (Dunedin), 1868-1898 : European style meeting 
house Miti Mai Te Arero, also known as Te Whiti’s House, at Parihaka, 
[ca 1890].  Retrieved May 24, 2013, from: http://mp.natlib.govt.nz/
detail/?id=15256&l=mi

“Miti Mai Te Arero, at Parihaka, the European meeting house built by 
returned prisoners.”

Maori Movements through architecture 

Ferrar, Hartley Travers, d 1932 :Niu pole and Te Miringa Te Kakara meeting 
house, Tiroa, 25 May 1930. Retrieved May 24, 2013 from: http://mp.natlib.
govt.nz/detail/?f=subjectid%24253743&i d=14103&recordNum=5&u=0&
t=items&s=a&tc=0&numResults=20&l=mi

Maori Movements through architecture 

Taylor,W.A.(Artist). Date Unknown. Miringa Te Karaka Marae meeting 
house (Illustration) Retrieved May 24, 2013 from: http://www.celticnz.
co.nz/Crosshouse/Crosshouse1.html

FIG.9.0

FIG.9.1

FIG.9.12

FIG.9.13
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Permanency Through Form

Bourne,George(Photographer).1908. Showing Rua Kenana’s meeting-
house. Retrieved from http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/dbtw-wpd/exec/
dbtwpub.dll?BU=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aucklandcity.govt.nz%2Fdbtw-
wpd%2FHeritageImages%2Findex.htm&AC=QBE

Questioning Form

The Tabernacle of Man: as part of the three Tabernacles from Old Testament 
Revelations. 2. THE HEAVENLY THRONE. Rev. 4:2-3, 5-6.

Integrated typologies European/Maori

Bourne,George(Photographer).1908. Showing the Maori prophet Rua Kenana, 
with his first wife seated beside him and several of his followers standing on 
the veranda of his house at Maungapohatu.http://www.aucklandcity.govt.
nz/dbtw-wpd/exec/dbtwpub.dll?BU=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aucklandcity.
govt.nz%2Fdbtw-wpd%2FHeritageImages%2Findex.htm&AC=QBE_

FIG.9.14

FIG.9.15

FIG.9.16

FIG.9.17

Form

Maungapohatu School photographed circa 1921. The cleared hill to the right 
of the house is Tukutoromiro. Photographer unidentified. Retrieved on May 
24 2013 from: natlib.govt.nz/records/23106473?search[direction]=asc&sea
rch[i][category]=Images&search[i][subject][]=Bay+of+Plenty+Region&se
arch[i][subject][]=Rua+Kenana+Hepetipa%2C+1868%3F-1937&search[p
ath]=photos&search[sort]=sort_date

This image was published in J Binney’s ‘Mihaia’, 1979, page 139 with the caption: 
“The whare kanikani as the school about 1921. It was described as being 30ft in 
diameter with walls 11 1/2 feet high. It stood about 2 1/2 ft off the ground. In front 
is the muddy slide made by children. The cleared hill to the right, across the river, 
and down which the track winds, is Tukutoromiro.”.
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Occupation

New Zealand Herald(Publisher).(1978). The eviction of the Bastion Point 
occupiers in May, 1978. Retrieved April 20 May 2013 from: http://www.
treaty2u.govt.nz/the-treaty-today/the-orakei-claim/

The Contemporary Watchtower

Morrison, Robin, (photographer) 1978. Watching for the first signs of 
a convoy Ngati Whatua occupation of Bastion Point, Auckland, during 
land protest.[Photograph]. http://muse.aucklandmuseum.com/databases/
librarycatalogue/91031.detail?keywords=Morrison,%20Robin,%201944-
1993%20Watching%20for%20the%20first%20signs%20of%20a%20
convoy%20Ngati%20Whatua%20occupation%20of%20Bastion%20
Point,%20Auckland,%20during%20land%20protest.

Temporary Occupation

Tent embassy at Parliament, 1975. Retrieved on May 25 2013 from www.
nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/tent-embassy-parliament-1975

Permanency

Edmonson, Richard. (Photographer). 2009. PROTEST: Hapu from the 
Kaeo area are occupying Crown land near Omahuta Forest.(photograph). 
Retrieved on May 25 from: http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/
northland/northern-news/2912266/Protest-goes-on

FIG.9.18

FIG.9.19

FIG.9.2

FIG.5.1
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Narrative Realism

The God’s Eye Project (Artist).[Date Unknown]. God’s Eye View (Noah’s 
Ark). Retrieved on May 20 2013 from http://www.gluesociety.com/art/god-
seyeview

Maori Cartography

Tahua,Tuki(artist). 1793. Reproduced Map of New Zealand originally drawn 
in chalk on the floor by two Maori Chiefs, Tuki Tahua and Ngahuruhuru, at 
Norfolk Island, 1793. Retrieved on May 20 2013 from: http://otago.ourher-
itage.ac.nz/items/show/6302

Form

Hermann Glöckner (1889-1987)
Faltung I (Fold I), 1967/75
(Original form in cardboard: 1934, model: 1964). Brass alloy, ed. 6/6. 18.1 
x 8.3 x 7.3 in.

Hermann Glockner, a German painter and sculptor was influenced by French im-
pressionists and constructivism. Glockner struggled to position himself artistically 
within the ‘upheavals of both World wars,’   however produced a series termed Tafel-
werk (panel work) : folded cardboard painted panels and folded cardboard marque-
ttes (Wiley, 2011). These objects ‘examined the spatial potential of strictly systema-
tized and reduced geometrical forms’ (Fundación Juan March, 2007).

Image Source (Fundación Juan March, 2007)

FIG.10.0

FIG.10.01

FIG.10.1

FIG.13.0

Narrative Realism 

The God’s Eye Project (Artist).[Date Unknown]. God’s Eye View (Parting 
of the Red Sea). Retrieved on May 20 2013 from http://www.gluesociety.
com/art/godseyeview
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Form

Strutt, William, 1825-1915 :The Maori widow - Rawiri’s grave. 
[1855]  Retrieved on MAy 22 2013 from: http://natlib.govt.nz/
records/22900152?search[i][century]=1800&search[i][subject]
[]=Taranaki+Region&search[i][subject][]=Maori&search[path]=photos

Exterior Materiality: Recycled Steel Cladding

Chessar,Cass.(Architect).Work in Progress. Dripping springs residence ( 
Photograph). Retrieved on May 24 from http://www.casscheesar.com/pro-
ject/dripping-springs-residence

Exterior Materiality

Merzbau Design Collective (Architects).Lake Austin Residence ( Photo-
graph). Retrieved on May 24 from http://www.houzz.com/photos/127845/
Exterior-of-Lake-House-modern-exterior-austin

Interior Materiality

Branimir Medic & Pero Puljiz. (Architects) 2005-2006. Villa Meindersma. 
Retrieved on May 24 from: http://www.architecture-buildings.com/post/
villa-meindersma-in-haaksberger-netherlands-by-cie-architekten/

FIG.13.0

FIG.18.0

FIG.18.0

FIG.18.0


